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ABSTRACT 
This study developed a solution algorithm based on the function specification 
method to solve the inverse heat conduction equations. By this solution, the casting-die 
interfacial heat transfer coefficients(IHTC) in light metal squeeze castings were 
determined accurately and the pressurized solidification was simulated precisely. This 
goal was accomplished in the four stages. 
First,  a model was developed to simulate fluid flow in forced convection and heat 
transfer in pressurized solidification of a cylindrical simple shape squeeze casting. 
Pressure-dependent heat transfer coefficients (HTC) and non-equilibrium solidification 
temperatures were determined by experimental measurements. With the measured HTC 
and temperatures under the different pressures, the temperature distributions and the 
cooling behaviours of squeeze cast were simulated.  
In the second stage, a different wall-thickness 5-step casting mould was designed, 
and squeeze casting of magnesium alloy AM60 was performed under an applied pressure 
30, 60 and 90 MPa in a hydraulic press. With measured temperatures, heat fluxes and 
IHTCs were evaluated using the polynomial curve fitting method and numerical inverse 
method.  The accuracy of these curves was analyzed by the direct modeling calculation. 
The results indicated that heat flux and IHTCs determined by the inverse method were 
more accurately than those from the extrapolated fitting method. 
In the third stage, the inverse method was applied to an aluminum alloy A443 and 
magnesium alloy AM60. As the applied hydraulic pressure increased, the IHTC peak 
value of each step was increased accordingly. Compared to the thin steps at the upper 
cavity, the relatively thick steps attained higher peak IHTCs and heat fluxes values due to 
 vi 
 
high local pressures and high melt temperature. The empirical equations relating IHTC to 
the local pressures and solidification temperature at the casting surface were derived and 
summarized. 
Finally, the IHTC values calculated by inverse method were applied to simulate 
the solidification process of the 5-step casting model. The results showed that the 
numerical calculated temperatures were in well agreement with experimental ones. It is 
adequately demonstrated that the inverse method is a feasible and effective tool for 
determination of the IHTC.  
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NOMENCLATURE 
VF volume fraction in the computational cell available for flow 
r, θ, z cylindrical coordinate system 
Ar , Aθ , Az               fractional areas available for flow in the cylindrical (r, θ, z) directions 
ur , uθ , uz fliud velocities in the cylindrical (r, θ, z) directions 
P the  pressure of the fliud 
Gr, Gθ, Gz                body accelerations in the cylindrical (r, θ, z) directions 
fr,  fθ,  fz                   viscous accelerations in the cylindrical (r, θ, z) directions 
μ dynamic viscosity 
η   kinematic viscosity 
TDIF heat conduction diffusion 
Cs, Cl, Cm             heat capacities for liquid, solid and mushy phases, respectively  
h heat transfer coefficient 
H enthalpy 
Hf latent heat 
k thermal conductivity 
R radius 
Re Reynolds number 
S source term 
t time 
T temperature 
T solidification range of temperature 
λ liquid fraction 
ρ density 
   ACRONYMS 
SC Squeeze casting 
HTC Heat transfer coefficient  
IHTC Interfacial heat transfer coefficient 
FDM Finite difference method 
FEM Finite element method 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. GENERAL OVERVIEW 
The automotive industry has been developing towards to produce lighter vehicles 
due to market demand and government regulation. The weight reduction in vehicles can 
be achieved by new engineering designs and application of lighter materials such as 
aluminum and magnesium alloys. The growth of consumption in both aluminum and 
magnesium are mainly resulting from die casting, sand casting and other conventional 
processes. But, due to process limitation, there are problems associated with those casting 
processes. For example, die cast parts have poor mechanical properties due to the 
presence of entrapped gas and porosity.  Thus they are not suitable for manufacturing 
large and thick automotive applications of which enhanced engineering performance is 
required. 
Compared to other conventional casting processes, the most attractive feature of 
squeeze casting (SC) is that it can make castings virtually free of porosity. Hence, 
squeeze castings usually have excellent as-cast quality, and are heat treatable, which is 
difficult to achieve with other conventional casting processes. Application of squeeze cast 
aluminum automotive components, such as road wheels, steering wheel knuckles, and 
engine blocks, have been quite common[1]. Despite of many research activities on 
squeeze casting process, some fundamental questions still need to be answered and the 
process must be optimized so as to expand its application[2]. 
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Mathematical modeling of casting processes started as early as the mid-60s. With 
the continuous prosperity and popularity of computers, especially after the 80s, more and 
more researchers have been involved in casting simulation in the way of either research, 
and development or application. Mathematical modeling has changed the way that 
casting industry works. Instead of trial with experience and then taking corrective action 
in years ago, now simulation helps do the analysis and optimization in advance and 
undertake preventive action. By shortening development time, eliminating product 
defects and reducing cost, the simulation can not only improve the product quality but 
also make the production more efficient [3]. 
A lot of casting simulation models have been developed, and some of them even 
are commercialized. Simulation of casting solidification offers the potential to optimize 
casting processes. In order to realize this potential, it is necessary to accurately represent 
all heat transfer phenomena within the casting system. A critical portion of heat transfer 
in the system is that at the metal/mould interface. Many complicating factors make the 
heat transfer at the cast metal/mould interface very difficult to measure or quantify. The 
interfacial heat transfer depends upon the alloy to be cast, the mould material and coating, 
the casting process parameters, and the casting geometry. However, for a unique cast 
metal system, an interfacial heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) can be defined. 
 
2. MOTIVATION 
In squeeze casting, an external pressure is applied during the whole stage of 
pressurized solidification upon the completion of cavity filling, which makes the 
condition at the casting-die interface different from other conventional casting processes. 
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When applying pressures in squeeze casting, only hydraulic pressure has been cited.  As a 
result, a fixed constant value of heat transfer coefficient(HTC) is used as the boundary 
condition. By using these constant HTC in simulation, the accuracy of predicted results 
certainly is in question. 
Simulation is a very important method for optimizing squeeze casting process. 
Since casting is a transient process, during the process, not only the metal itself changes 
its phase from liquid to solid, but also the casting-die interfacial heat transfer condition. 
The changes of these two factors affect each other. Generally, in casting simulation 
model, any minor change in the boundary conditions can significantly affect the 
numerical prediction results. Therefore, to obtain reliable and valid prediction through 
simulation, precisely casting-die interfacial heat transfer condition must be imposed. 
 
3. OBJECTIVES 
The main aim of this project was to accurately determinate the casting-die 
interfacial heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) for simulating squeeze casting processes for 
light metals, i.e., aluminum and magnesium alloys. The objectives of this study were: 
 To develop an experimental technique to measure local cavity pressures in 
squeeze casting of aluminum and magnesium alloys; 
 To develop an experimental technique to determine heat transfer coefficients at 
the casting-die interface;  
 To investigate modeling methods to determine heat transfer coefficients at the 
casting-die interface; and 
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 To determine the interfacial heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) as a function of local 
pressures, and section wall-thicknesses of squeeze castings; 
 
4. OUTLINE OF THIS DISSERTATION 
This dissertation is organized in seven chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction to 
the entire dissertation that starts with a general overview, literature review on interfacial 
heat transfer coefficient(IHTC),  and an outline of the objectives.  It then analyzes the 
modeling methodologies of IHTC used in the following chapters and influence factors in 
the heat transfer between the surface of the solidifying casting and the mould, which 
include different aluminum and magnesium alloys, mould materials, casting processes, 
and casting geometry shapes.  Finally, this chapter focuses on the inverse method to 
estimate boundary conditions from knowledge of thermal history in the interior of the 
solid. 
In Chapter 2, based on finite difference and control-volume scheme, a model was 
developed to simulate fluid flow in forced convection and heat transfer in pressurized 
solidification of a simple cylindrical coupon of magnesium alloy AM50. Experimentally 
determined pressure-dependent heat transfer coefficients (HTC) and non-equilibrium 
solidification temperatures were employed. With the measured HTC under the different 
pressures, the temperature distributions and the cooling behaviors of squeeze cast were 
simulated. 
In an effort of investigating the section thickness effect on heat transfer under 
different pressures during squeeze casting, A real 5-step squeeze casting with various 
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section thicknesses was designed and computational methodologies of IHTC were 
explored in the Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 3, a different wall-thickness 5-step (with thicknesses as 3, 5, 8, 12, 20 
mm) casting mold was designed, and squeeze casting of magnesium alloy AM60 was 
performed under an applied pressure 30, 60 and 90MPa in a hydraulic press. The casting-
die interfacial heat transfer coefficients (IHTC) in 5-step casting were determined based 
on experimental thermal histories data throughout the die which were recorded by fine 
type-K thermocouples. With measured temperatures, heat flux and IHTC were evaluated 
using the polynomial curve fitting method.  In Chapter 4, with measured temperatures, 
heat flux and IHTC were evaluated using the numerical inverse method.  A solution 
algorithm was developed based on the function specification method to solve the inverse 
heat conduction equations.  Furthermore, the accuracy of these curves was analyzed by 
the direct modeling calculation.  The results indicated that heat flux and IHTCs 
determined by the inverse method were more accurately than those from the extrapolated 
fitting method. 
The inverse modeling method was demonstrated in Chapter 5 to determine the 
IHTC during 5-step squeeze casting of aluminum alloy A443.  Compared to the thin steps 
at the upper cavity, the relatively thick steps in the lower die attained higher peak IHTC 
and heat fluxes values due to high local pressures and high melt temperature. The inverse 
method was employed in Chapter 6 to calculate the IHTC curves during 5-step squeeze 
casting of magnesium alloy AM60.  The in-cavity local pressures measured by Kistler 
pressure transducers(6175A2) were explored at the casting-die interfaces of all five steps. 
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The empirical equations relating IHTC to the local pressures and solidification 
temperature at each Steps were derived and summarized. 
In Chapter 7, the accuracy of the inverse method is further verified through the 
comparison between numerical calculated and experimental results by applying the 
identified IHTC values in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. MAGMAsoft is employed as the 
simulation tool and the Step 5 is taken as an example to conduct the verification. 
The summary of the preceding chapters is presented in Chapter 8, which enlists 
the main conclusions of this dissertation. In the same chapter, it also lists several 
recommendations for future work. 
 
5.  INTERFACIAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
Many researchers investigated the interfacial heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) 
between a solidifying casting and metal mould[4-39]. These studies have been analyzed 
for a variety of aluminum and magnesium alloys, metal moulds and chills, and casting 
geometries. The IHTC essentially quantifies the resistance to heat flow across the 
interface between the casting and the mould material surrounding it.  Figure 1-1a shows a 
schematic representation of the two contacting surfaces[4]. Because the two surfaces in 
contact are not perfectly flat, when the interfacial contact pressure is reasonable high, 
most of the energy passes through a limited number of actual contact spots. The heat flow 
across the casting-mould interface can be characterized by a macroscopic average metal –
mould interfacial heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) based on the following Equation 1-1: 
                                                        (1-1) 
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where h is IHTC; q is average heat flux at the metal-die interface; A is section area; Tcs 
and Tds are the casting surface temperature and die surface temperature, respectively. 
From Equation 1-1, the higher the value of h, the less resistance of the heat flow and the 
greater the heat flux from the casting to its surroundings. 
The quantification of heat flux in terms of a heat transfer coefficient, as indicated 
in Figure 1-1b for the idealized temperature profile, requires that the heat capacity is zero 
so that the thermal diffusivity is infinite, and consequently heat fluxes entering and 
leaving the interface are equal. 
The heat transfer coefficient shows a high value in the initial stage of 
solidification, the result of the good surface conformity between the liquid core and the 
solidified shell. As solidification progresses, the mould expands due to the absorption of 
heat and the solid metal shrinks during cooling. As a result, a gap develops because 
pressure becomes insufficient to maintain a conforming contact at the interface. Once the 
air gaps forms, the heat transfer across the interface decreases rapidly and a relatively 
constant value of h is attained. The mode of heat transfer across the metal–mould 
interface has been suggested mainly due to conduction through isolated metal–mould 
contacts and through gases present in the gap. During the subsequent stage of 
solidification a slight drop in the interfacial heat transfer coefficient with time can be 
observed. This might caused by the growth of oxide films on chill and mould surfaces, 
and by a reduction in the thermal conductivity of the interfacial gas with declining 
temperature[5]. 
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                        Figure 1- 1  Heat flow across the metal-mould interface[4]. 
 
A lot of techniques have been attempted to determine IHTC in metal mould and 
obtained widely divergent values. Initial IHTC ranging from 85,000 W/m
2
K to less than 
2,000 W/m
2
K have been reported for solidifying aluminum and magnesium alloys in 
steel or cast iron moulds. Among these research of heat transfer coefficient at 
metal/mould interface, the most frequently investigated casting method has been that of 
permanent mould or chill casting. The IHTC for other casting methods have been listed 
in Table 1-1.  
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                      Table 1- 1  IHTCs between light metal and mould dies or chills 
Researchers Alloy Die Process 
Casting 
geometry 
IHTC(W/m
2
K) 
Sully[6] Pure Al Steel permanent plate 1,930 
Nishida[7] Pure Al Steel permanent cylindrical 
plate 
2,200 to 3,000 
2,800 
Sekhar[8] Al-Si 
eutectic 
H13 Squeeze 
(196MPa) 
cylindrical 3,400 to 52,000 
El-
Mahallawy[9] 
Pure Al copper permanent cylindrical 12,000 
Ho & 
Pehlke[10] 
Pure Al Copper permanent cylindrical 2,200(top) 
5,000(bottom) 
Chiesa[11] A356 Cast 
iron 
permanent plate 2,700 
Taha[12] Al-4.5Cu copper permanent cylindrical 14,000 
Cho & 
Hong[13] 
Al-4.5Cu steel Squeeze 
(50Mpa) 
cylindrical 4,700 
Santos[4] Al-4.5Cu Steel 
Copper 
Permanent plate 7,500(steel) 
9,500(copper) 
Kim[14] A356 SKD61 
steel 
permanent Hollow cylinder 2,700 (outer) 
20,000(core 
wall) 
Griffiths[15] Al-7Si Copper-
water 
cool 
permanent cylindrical 3,400(top) 
5,000(side) 
7,100(bottom) 
Trovant[16] A356 copper permanent cylindrical 3,200 
Hines [17] Al-7Si-
3Cu 
H13 Low 
pressure 
Wing shape 8,000 
Hamasaiid[18] AZ91D H11 HPDC plate 85,000 
Dour[19] Al-12Si H13 HPDC plate 46,000 
Dargusch[20] Al-9Si 
AZ91 
steel HPDC plate 9,000(A380) 
8,500(AZ91) 
Guo[21] ADC12 
AM50 
steel HPDC plate 20,760(ADC12) 
12,900(AM50) 
Aweda[22] Pure Al steel Squeeze 
(85MPa) 
cylindrical 3,400 
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In these investigations, the authors discuss the initial solidification of a thin skin 
at the interface and the conduction heat transfer through the points of contact of the rough 
surfaces of the casting and mould as well as through the voids between the contact points. 
The contact changes due to the variation of the relative thermal expansion and 
contraction of the casting and mould which eventually results in complete separation of 
the metal from the mould.  This range in values can be due to a variety of factors and 
essentially result in a variation in the air gap at the interface between the solidifying 
casting and the mould.   
Ho and Pehlke[10] described heat transfer at the interface as a function of the gap 
between casting and mould in their 1985 article. The author used Beck‟s nonlinear 
estimation technique[24] to calculate the transient IHTC from thermocouple 
measurements for pure aluminum and Al-5Cu casting. By measuring temperatures from 
top-chilled and bottom chilled castings, they concluded that contact conductance 
decreases significantly during early stages of solidification, and the heat transfer is a 
function of the interfacial gap. In 1988, Hou and Pelke[25] estimated the contact 
conductance in Al-13Si castings by measuring interfacial gap size and heat flux data 
obtained from inverse method.  In a 1995 review of IHTC applications in permanent 
mould casting, Pehlke[26] reported how the IHTC numerical method is applied to solve 
for the IHTC, and how the results are used in IHTC analysis and its limitations. Finally, 
he demonstrated usefulness of the application of IHTC in permanent moulds by specific 
casting cases. 
After that, many researchers have examined various processing parameters and 
their effect on IHTC.  
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El-Mahallawy[9] reported on many chill/casting IHTC investigations for pure Al, 
Al-Si alloys, and Al-Cu alloys. The influence of varied superheats on IHTC of pure 
aluminum solidifying against a copper chill was investigated. They observed that IHTC 
reaches a maximum value when the surface temperature nears that of liquidus. Their 
analysis suggests that the heat flow from the metal to the mould is mainly by conduction. 
Higher IHTC values and smaller gap sizes were obtained with higher superheats. 
Taha[12] studied the solidification of Al-4.5Cu cylindrical castings with 12.5 mm 
diameter and length 95 or 230 mm in a vertical end-chill apparatus. IHTC values were 
assumed as a function of time and repeated computations were performed for varying 
IHTC values until experimental cooling curves matched those were computed. Then, the 
air gap and IHTC were computed using a numerical model which takes into consideration 
metal and mould shrinkage and expansion, gas film formation, and metallostatic pressure. 
Kumar and Prabhu[27] investigated the IHTC of square bar casting of Al-13.2Si 
eutectic and Al-3Cu-4.5Si alloys during solidification against chills of cast iron, copper, 
and die steel of various thicknesses. They concluded that the maximum heat flux 
depended on the chill thickness and diffusivity. Heat flux values for the alumina coating 
were found to be higher than that for the fireclay coating of the same thickness.   
Cho and Hong[28,29] studied the IHTC for a squeeze casting process using Al-
4.5Cu alloy. The authors reported IHTC values of about 1000 W/m2K prior to 
pressurization which rapidly increased to around 4700 W/m2k at a pressure of 50 MPa 
for a cylindrical casting in a steel mould.  
Krishnan and Sharma[30,31] reported the measurement of IHTC between iron 
chill and Al-11.5Si, Al-9Si-3.6Cu, and Al-2.7Li. The inverse method used required 
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temperature measurement on both sides of the interface. Their work yielded a time-
dependent IHTC which varied over a range of 200 to 2000 W/m2K and increased with 
increasing section size. Reasonable agreement was found between their results and IHTC 
values obtained from previous air gap measurements.   
Michel[32] investigated the IHTC for Al-Si alloys in steel mould with and 
without coatings. They found that no coating or thin graphite coating results in the 
highest maximum IHTC. For pure aluminum, a 100 micron vermiculite coating yielded 
higher IHTC values than a 300 micron coating. They also found that the mould initial 
temperature had a greater impact on the IHTC than the coating. 
Kim and Lee[14] studied the IHTC between tube-shaped casting and steel 
moulds. They performed an extremely interesting investigation of the difference in heat 
transfer between concave and convex casting surfaces and found that the IHTC were 
substantially higher between the casting and mould when the casting is freezing onto the 
mould rather than away from it. 1-D heat flow analysis and the sequential function 
specification method was used to calculate IHTC at the inner and outer metal/mould 
interfaces for pure Al and three Al-Si alloys. While the outer surface exhibited normal 
heating and cooling curves, the temperature change at the inner surface was unusual by 
comparison.  Overall, the IHTC at the inner mould wall increases with time. For wide 
freezing range alloys, the IHTC of 1000 W/m2K was observed during the experiment. 
Carroll[33] examined the effect of interfacial contact pressure on the IHTC for 
aluminum alloy casting against steel moulds. The average IHTC increased as the pressure 
was increased. The IHTC versus temperature curves were divided into three zones. The 
first zone saw a steady decrease in IHTC due to decreasing interfacial heat flux and the 
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IHTC increased in the second zone, which has 35% to 60% solid fraction. After casting 
surface reached 60% solid, the interface start to transform from a condition of high 
conformity to low conformity. In low pressure experiments, the IHTC dropped rapidly 
with temperature in the third zone while an approximate plateau was reached for the high 
pressure experiment. 
Krishna[34] estimated the IHTC for A356 during an indirect squeeze casting 
process. They calculated temperature histories inside the die and casting with varied 
IHTC values, and choose the best correlation one between measured and calculated 
values. The estimated IHTC was found to be close to those observed by Cho and 
Hong[29]. The authors conclude that there is a critical value of squeeze pressure beyond 
which the heat transfer will not significantly improve.   
Santos[4, 35] investigated the effects of mould temperature and mould coating on 
the heat-transfer coefficient for solidifying castings of pure Al, Al-4.5Cu, Al-15Cu and 
Al-Cu eutectic alloys. The chill materials considered were steel and copper. The authors 
concluded that IHTC could be expressed as a power function of time given by the general 
form IHTC=Ci(t)
-n
 where the IHTC is expressed in units of W/m
2
K, t is time in seconds, 
and Ci and n are constants depending on alloy composition, chill material, and superheat. 
They reported lower IHTC in steel moulds compared to copper moulds and the IHTC 
profiles increased with increasing chill diffusivity. 
Kim[36] conducted experiments of pure aluminum cast into a cylindrical copper 
mould to determine the effects of coating and superheat on the IHTC. While the cast 
alloy is liquid, the IHTC is influenced by mould surface roughness, the wettability of the 
alloy on the mould, and the physical properties of the coating layer. Due to the abrupt 
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surface deformation of the casting, an IHTC drop was observed at the onset of 
solidification. The air gap and the direct contact between the casting and mould affect 
IHTC values. They claim that when the cast metal is in the solid phase the ihtc is not 
affected by the type or thickness of the mould coating and that it only depends on the 
thermal conductivity and thickness of the air gap.   
Griffiths[15] examined the effect of the direction of gravity in relation to the 
interface by investigating Al-Si castings that had been cast using a copper chill placed on 
the bottom, top, or side of a sand mold. The highest IHTC values were found for 
vertically upward solidification, intermediate values were found for horizontal 
solidification, and the lowest values were associated with vertically downward 
solidification. IHTC values varied from 2500 to 9000 W/m
2
K depending on direction of 
solidification. They also found that the surface of castings were convex toward the chill 
by around 10 to 20 microns. This convexity was attributed to the deformation of 
solidifying skin of the casting soon after its formation. This skin deformation was 
incorporated into a model and shown to be a significant factor in the interfacial heat 
transfer[37]. 
Broucaret [23] studied Al-Si alloys and also reported research on the effect of 
graphite and alumina coatings on heat transfer. They reported an inverse logarithmic 
relationship between the coating thickness and the heat-transfer coefficient: as the coating 
thickness increased, the heat-transfer coefficient decreased.  
Gunasegaram and Nguyen[23] observed that an air gap did not form between the 
casting and the mold until the casting reached a temperature of around 545 °C regardless 
of whether the mold was force cooled. This temperature is also the solidus temperature of 
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the Al-7 pct Si alloy used in the study, suggesting that the permanent mold really only 
contributes to the heat transfer, while the immediate area around the interface is still in a 
liquid state. Once the gap initiates, the mold IHTC decreases significantly. This effect is 
particularly important in castings with thicker sections because the areas closest to the 
interface can freeze much too fast for heat from the center of the section to be removed. 
Paray[38] observed similar effects when performing in-situ temperature 
measurements while using low pressure casting to cast aluminum plates of varying 
thicknesses (3 to 20 mm). They examined both 356 and 319 aluminum alloys. As 
expected, they found that the cooling rate was faster in thinner sections.  
Trovant and Argyropoulos[16,39] expanded on that work by examining the 
development of the interfacial heat transfer between the mould and the metal in 
considerable detail and presented a sequence of events for the formation of an air gap. 
They contend that there are four stages of interfacial heat transfer between the metal and 
the mould. In stage 1, the metal is completely liquid and heat transfer occurs solely 
through conduction across the interface. In stage 2, a thin solid film is formed at the 
surface of the molten metal and the asperities on the film and the mould are the points of 
contact for thermal conduction. Contact pressure between the metal and the mould plays 
an important role here. Stages 3 and 4 are somewhat arbitrary because in stage 3 the 
metal is beginning to pull away from the mold but there is still some contact, while in 
stage 4, the air gap is large enough that the surface asperities play no role in the heat 
transfer.  
This “air gap” formation is what determines the value of the interfacial heat-
transfer coefficient between melt and mould at a given temperature and is clearly a 
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function of many parameters having to do with the particular casting situation and 
geometry. As molten metal cools and goes from the liquid to solid state, it shrinks in 
volume, pulling away from the interface. The newly formed air gap creates further 
resistance to heat flow out of the casting and the IHTC value decreases substantially as 
the air gap continues to increase. It is for this reason that IHTC are reported as a function 
of temperature or time. 
Weng[40] investigated the IHTC between liquid and semisolid AZ91D 
magnesium alloy and a SKD-61 steel mould. Cylindrical castings that were chilled at one 
end by a water-cooled steel chill were considered. Beck‟s method was used to solve the 
IHTC. The authors presented one case of experimental results from a liquid magnesium 
alloy experiment and six cases demonstrating different IHTC values due to changes in the 
initial solid fraction and/or the casting pressure. For the semisolid cases that did not 
involve the application of high pressure, the results show an influence of the initial 
fraction of solid on the IHTC. For fractions of solid of 0.22, 0.45, and 0.6, the maximum 
IHTC is 2900, 3200, and 3600 W/m
2
K, respectively. For the high pressure semisolid 
experiments, the maximum IHTC reached 7000 W/m
2
k for casting pressure of 9.8MPa 
and around 13000 W/m
2
K for a casting pressure of 14.7MPa. 
The accuracy of a solidification simulation depends on the accuracy of the heat 
transfer modeling. Modeling of the heat transfer at the metal/mould interface of a casting 
is very challenging due to a number of factors. One of the greatest modeling challenging 
is the handling air gap formation. Besides the different casting techniques, casting 
process parameters, and casting geometry shapes, some additional influencing factors 
need to be also considered in order to determine IHTC accurately. These factors include: 
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 the pressure at the interface(the applied pressure during squeeze casting, 
the orientation of the casting with respect to gravity casting); 
 alloy characteristics(superheat, composition, mushy zone, liquid surface 
tension); 
 mould processing conditions(mould materials, roughnesss of contacting 
surface, coating type and thickness, preheat temperatures). 
Since so many factors play a role in the heat transfer between the surface of the 
solidifying casting and the mould, determining accurate IHTC is very specific to a given 
casting shape and process. Most of the studies have been performed using cylindrical or 
plate castings, of which IHTC results cannot be easily applied to complex casting 
geometries. Griffiths[37]  pointed out that small errors in experimental measurements of 
temperatures in a casting or mould can result in very large differences in IHTC 
calculation. Therefore, it is essential to explore an effective method to reduce the 
experimental measurement errors and consequently increase the accuracy of IHTC. 
 
6.  INVERSE METHOD 
Direct heat conduction problems are associated with the determination of 
temperature distribution inside a heat conducting body using appropriate boundary 
conditions. On the other hand, inverse problems are involved with the estimation of 
boundary conditions from knowledge of thermal history in the interior of the solid. A 
comparison of the direct and inverse heat conduction problem is shown in Figure 1-2[41]. 
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          Figure 1- 2  Comparison of direct and inverse heat conduction problems[41]. 
In many engineering problems, an accurate determination of the thermal boundary 
condition may not be feasible[24, 42]. For example, the presence of a sensor may alter 
the thermal conditions in the boundary region affecting the true values of the 
temperatures to be measured.  
Therefore, inverse methods in heat conduction are frequently employed in the 
field of materials processing because it can reveal information that is difficult or 
impossible to measure directly. Thermal properties of materials or heat transfer at the 
surface of a body are among the information which might be found by inverse methods. 
In the case of metal castings, the inverse method of heat conduction is useful in the 
determination of heat flux or heat transfer coefficient at the metal/mould interface. To 
characterize interfacial heat transfer with inverse method, the temperature history at one 
or more points within the domain body need to be supplied[37]. 
Inverse problems find a wide variety of applications in the field of materials 
processing. During casting process, heat transfer across the casting/mould interface plays 
an important role in the heat removal from the molten metal and in the filling and 
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solidification of a casting[43]. Especially, in the case of continuous casting, squeeze 
casting, and die casting, the metal/mould interface plays a dominant role in the removal 
of heat from the molten metal. Therefore, a reliable set of data on the casting/mould 
interfacial heat transfer coefficients are required for an accurate simulation of the 
solidification process[29,44]. 
The direct determination of casting/mold interfacial heat transfer coefficients is 
difficult due to the nonconforming contact existing at the interface[4].  As Figure 1-1 
shown, the nature of the interface is very complex and it is not possible to determine the 
boundary temperatures directly. Instead, an inverse model could be adopted to estimate 
the interfacial heat flux and the surface temperatures utilizing the temperature distribution 
data inside the mould and the solidifying metal. 
Inverse analysis is extensively used in materials modeling. However, the inverse 
heat conduction analysis is an ill-posed problem since it does not satisfy the general 
requirement of existence, uniqueness, and stability under small changes to the input 
data[24]. Furthermore, the output of an inverse solution to a heat conduction problem is 
very sensitive to measurement errors. To overcome such difficulties, many techniques for 
solving inverse heat conduction problems have been proposed[44]. 
From the measured interior temperature histories, the transient metal-die interface 
heat flux and temperature distribution can be estimated by the following techniques:  
1. control volume method[45]:  The energy balance was applied at each control 
volume. Partial heat conduction equations can be reduced to ordinary differential 
equations in time factor. But, it involves many complex equations (4
th
 order 
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difference ), which is difficult to program, and only can be applied to simple 
geometry shape. 
2. polynomial extrapolation method[46]:  Temperature was deducted by 
extrapolating to die-metal interface by polynomial curve fitting technique. This 
needs many measurement points inside the body. It was lacking in other 
mathematical tools to minimize measurement errors.  
3. regularization method[47]: Based on Tikhonov regularization theory, established 
a regularized function to decrease the sensitivity of the measurement data, thus 
improve the accuracy and stability of the solution. It can get excellent solutions 
and applied to complex geometry, but the calculation takes long time.  
4. boundary element method & Laplace Transform[18,19,23]: It can transform 
Equations to matrix which easy to be coded in program, which is an effective 
method to solve linear problem. Temperature data can tolerate more noise, but 
heat flux is fluctuated with measuring errors. 
5. Beck‟s function specification with  finite difference method(implicit & 
explicit)[5,9,10,12,15,21,31,41]: It is effective to minimize the sum of squares 
function with respect to heat flux (q) and the errors between calculated and 
measured data. It can be used for linear or non-linear problems.  Also, it can 
achieve an accurate result with efficient computation. 
Analytical and numerical methods are available for solving the heat flow 
equations. By using measured temperatures in both casting and mould, together with 
numerical [31,48-50] or analytical [51,52] solutions of the solidification problem, many 
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research workers have attempted to calculate metal–mould interfacial heat transfer in 
terms either of a heat transfer coefficient or heat flux.  
The analytical procedures are to develop expressions for the boundary condition 
for a given temperature history in the body. A few temperature sensors are placed at 
arbitrary locations in the conducting body.  However, the IHTC is difficult to solve 
analytically because the temperature response at an interior location in a body due to a 
given stimulus at the surface is both delayed and diminished in amplitude. Measurement 
of temperatures at discrete locations at discrete time intervals provides incomplete 
information for obtaining an accurate solution. The limitations exposed by the analytical 
solutions are overcome by the use of numerical methods.  
For the numerical solution, an approximate form of the variation of the unknown 
boundary condition with time is assumed. Using this form of the boundary condition with 
unknown coefficient, the interior temperature field is determined in the domain by 
numerical procedures like the Finite Differences Method (FDM) or the Finite Element 
Method (FEM). An objective function based on the values of measured and calculated 
temperatures at various internal points is then determined. It is minimized or maximized 
as the case may be, by correcting the values chosen for coefficients used in the boundary 
conditions. This is carried out iteratively till a stationary value of the objective function is 
obtained. Thus, the measurement errors can be minimized by this numerical procedure. 
 
7.  MODELING OF SQUEEZE CASTING 
The available publications show that simulation of squeeze casting did not start 
until early 90s. Tadayon et al [53] developed a finite element model for squeeze casting 
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process, in which the effect of pressure on thermophysical properties was incorporated. 
The model has been used for predicting thermal front during squeeze casting of an 
aluminum (AA 7000 series) vehicle road wheel. Gethin et al [54] continued this work by 
combining flow and heat transfer in squeeze casting process where the flow model was 
based on simple mass conservation. In the model, when the punch touched the metal 
surface (early stage), the heat transfer coefficient at the casting/die interface was assumed 
to be constant determined by the static head at the lower surface of the pool. During the 
pressurization stage, the heat transfer coefficient was assumed to linear with applied 
pressure.  
Zhang and Cantor [55] developed a finite difference model to simulate the heat 
flow during squeeze casting aluminum alloy A356. An equation considering the heat 
transfer coefficients as a linear function of applied pressure was proposed and used in the 
model. Computed results showed that solidification and cooling rates during squeeze 
casting increased with increasing ingot/die heat transfer coefficients under high pressures. 
Lee et al. [56] applied a two-dimensional finite element code for heat transfer analysis in 
indirectly squeeze wrought aluminum alloy 5083. A pressure-dependent heat-transfer 
coefficient and the equivalent heat capacity method was employed by the model. The 
cooling behavior during squeeze casting process was simulated and compared with the 
measured results. 
Maeng[57] investigated the effect of processing parameters on the microstructure 
and mechanical properties of modified B390 alloy in direct squeeze casting by using 
commercial finite volume method code for heat transfer analysis, and MAGMAsoft for 
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cooling curves. In this model, the heat transfer was considered constant for a specific 
applied pressure.  
Hu and Yu [58] developed a 2-D finite difference model for heat transfer events 
in squeeze casting of magnesium alloy AZ91D. The model used the heat transfer 
coefficient as a linear function of applied pressure.  
Lee et al [59] simulated melt flow by using the software MAGMAsoft for the 
direct squeeze casting an orbiting scroll compressor of aluminum alloy B390. In the 
model, only the melt flow during the pouring step and the solidification rate were 
calculated. 
Youn et al. [60] conducted a die filling and solidification analysis of engine 
bracket mounting (aluminum alloy A356) in horizontal squeeze casting process by the 
commercial MAGAMsoft with add-on module high pressure die casting. In the model, 
constant heat transfer coefficients were employed for die/die and die/casting interfaces. 
Postek et al [61] developed a coupled model to evaluate the effects of initial 
stresses in the pressurized casting process. An implicit time integration scheme is applied 
to solve the transient thermomechanical problem in a staggered form. The constitutive 
mechanical model is elasto-viscoplastic with hardening incorporated with a Von Mises 
yield function. In the model, the interfacial heat transfer coefficient was coupled with the 
contact between die and cast. 
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Table 1- 2  Modeling method of squeeze casting processes 
Author(s) Alloy /Part Process Features 
Tadayon et al 
[53] 
AA 7000 
series 
/Vehicle 
wheel  
Direct Squeeze 
Casting 
Applied pressure: 55, 110 MPa; 
Incorporated the effect of pressure 
on the thermophysical properties;  
Calculate heat transfer only; 
No fluid flow included; 
Constant boundary conditions. 
Gethin et al [54] AA 7000 
series 
/Vehicle 
wheel 
Direct Squeeze 
Casting 
Applied pressure: 55 MPa; 
Incorporated the effect of pressure 
on the thermophysical properties; 
Combined flow and heat transfer;  
Approximated flow calculation; 
Linear relationship between pressure 
and HTC. 
Zhang and 
Cantor [55] 
A356 
/Coupon 
Direct Squeeze 
Casting 
Applied pressure: >50 MPa; 
Calculate heat transfer only; 
Linear relationship between pressure 
and HTC. 
Lee et al [56] 5083 
/Coupon 
Indirect  
Squeeze 
Casting 
Pressure range: 25-100 MPa 
Calculate heat transfer only; 
Constant boundary conditions. 
Maeng et al [57] B390 
/Coupon 
Direct Squeeze 
Casting 
Maximum Pressure 100 MPa 
Validate cooling rate results; 
Constant boundary conditions. 
Hu and Yu [58] AZ91D 
/Coupon 
Direct Squeeze 
Casting 
Pressure range: 10-200 MPa 
Calculated heat transfer only; 
Linear relationship between pressure 
and HTC. 
Lee et al [59] B390 /Scroll 
compressor 
Direct Squeeze 
Casting 
Pressure range: 10-50 MPa 
Calculated heat transfer and fluid 
flow; 
Boundary condition was not clear. 
Youn et al [60] A356 /Engine 
bracket 
mounting 
Horizontal 
Squeeze 
casting  
Applied Pressure: 70-150 MPa; 
Included both filling and 
solidification;  
Constant boundary conditions. 
Postek et al [61] LM25 
/Coupon 
Direct Squeeze 
Casting 
Applied Pressure: 200 MPa; 
HTC coupled with casting and die 
contact; 
Non-linear effect on solidification 
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6. SUMMARY 
The above review in this chapter gives an overall perspective of heat transfer at 
the casting/mould interface and the development of squeeze casting simulation. Despite 
extensive utilization of computer simulation for various casting processes, published 
work on development of advanced models incorporating precise interfacial heat transfer 
coefficient(IHTC) for squeeze casting is limited.  
Since the squeeze casting technology is relatively new for light alloys, aluminum 
and magnesium, more fundamental research is needed for a scientific understanding of 
the heat transfer at the casting/mould interface. In particular, advanced methodology of 
IHTC coupled with precisely boundary conditions have to be fully developed for the 
simulation of squeeze casting processes.  
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to investigate the modeling methodology of 
IHTC and cavity pressure in 5-step squeeze casting, and establish a generalized 
relationship between local pressure, section thickness, and the casting/die interfacial heat 
transfer coefficient (HTC), then incorporate precise IHTC to simulate solidification 
phenomena occurring in squeeze casting of magnesium and aluminum alloys. 
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CHAPTER 2 
NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF HEAT TRANSFER IN 
PRESSURIZED SOLIDIFICATION OF MAGNESIUM ALLOY AM50 
 
1.INTRODUCTION 
Due to low density and high strength-to-weight ratio, magnesium castings in the 
automotive application increase rapidly. Currently, high pressure die casting(HPDC) is 
the dominating production process for the most of magnesium automotive components. 
However, based on Zhou‟s experiment results[1], die castings have relatively high gas 
and shrinkage porosity, particularly in an area with relatively thick cross section.  After 
reviewing the automotive applications of magnesium casting, which lowers their 
mechanical properties, Hu[2] noted a major limitation on the use of magnesium die 
castings in some critical areas of the vehicle where high dynamic loading is present.  
Compared with the HPDC, the squeeze casting process with high applied pressure 
is a promising solution for thick magnesium castings. Hu[3] concluded that the squeeze 
casting process is capable of eliminating micro-porosity and making sound castings. 
Ghomashchi[4] reviewed squeeze casting metallurgical features including porosity, 
recrystallisation and grain refinement. Yong[5] reported that the UTS value were 50% 
higher than those magnesium alloy casting under atmospheric pressure, and the cell size 
of magnesium alloy was reduced from 127 to 21 µm with increasing the applied pressure 
from 0.1 to 60 MPa. Due to the elimination of air gap between the metal and die 
interface, the heat transfer coefficient is increased, which enhances cooling rates and 
solidification. Zhou and Hu presented the tensile test result and microstructure of squeeze 
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casting which indicates that squeeze casting can improve mechanical properties 
effectively[6]. The squeeze casting has been commercially succeeded in manufacturing 
aluminum automotive components such as road wheels, engine blocks, pistons and 
knuckle. However, rare squeeze cast magnesium components have been used in real 
engineering applications.  
The squeeze casting process parameters should be optimized before the full 
economic and applicable squeeze casting can be achieved in industry. Among various 
processing parameters, such as applied pressure, die and pouring temperatures, alloy 
composition, die coating thickness, the pressure and die temperature are two primary 
parameters. To obtain high quality squeeze castings, the varying processing parameters 
must be optimized. Among these parameters, the heat transfer and temperature gradient 
needs to be well controlled primarily in squeeze castings. Guo analyzed the effect of wall 
thicknesses and process parameters to the interfacial heat transfer coefficient during the 
HPDC process[7]. For the squeeze casting, Dasgupta summarized that the heat transfer 
between the die and molten metal plays a critical role in understanding and modeling the 
development of casting microstructure[8]. Yu and Hu reported that heat flow in boundary 
layers is affected significantly by applied pressures and summarized the empirical 
equations on relationship of heat transfer coefficient (HTC), melt temperature, and 
applied pressure during squeeze casting for magnesium and aluminum alloys[9].  
Recently, the numerical simulation has increasingly become an effective tool in 
the casting manufacturing, by which some primitive and time-consuming procedures for 
finding the appropriate set of process parameters are avoided. Sun optimized the 
parameters of gating system on magnesium alloy castings based on the simulation[10]. 
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Despite many application of mathematical simulation modeling in HPDC process, the 
publication on squeeze casting is very limited. Zhang and Cantor reported a flow model 
for squeeze casting of aluminum alloys[11]. However, their model failed to take into 
consideration a variation in thermophysical properties with a change in phases. Certain 
simulation work on squeeze casting of magnesium alloys was performed by Hu and 
Yu[12]. But, no consideration was given to the influence of the applied pressures on heat 
transfer coefficients.  
Nowadays in most engineering applications, recourse for solving the moving 
boundary problems has been made to numerical analyses that utilize the finite difference 
and finite element methods. The success of finite element and boundary element methods 
lies in their ability to handle complex geometries, but they are acknowledged to be more 
time consuming in terms of computing and programming. Because of their simplicity in 
formulation and programming, finite difference and control volume scheme are still the 
most popular at the present[13]. 
In this study, the formulation of a mathematical model developed based on the 
finite difference and control-volume scheme for squeeze casting of magnesium alloys is 
described with consideration of pressure-dependent heat transfer coefficient and non-
equilibrium solidification temperature. The numerical prediction of fluid flow in forced 
convection and heat transfer in pressurized solidification of a cylindrical squeeze casting 
of magnesium alloy AM50 under the applied pressures of 0, 30, 60, and 90 MPa is 
presented. The effect of applied pressure levels on solidification and cooling behavior of 
squeeze cast AM50 is discussed. The predicted result is validated with experiment 
measurements. 
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2. MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
2.1. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
According to the fluid flow equations from Patankar[14], due to the cylindrical 
shape of the squeeze cast AM50 coupon employed in this study, the cylindrical 
coordinate(r, θ, z) is chosen to take advantage of symmetry. With the assumption of no 
tangential velocity (uθ = 0), the dimensionless governing equations for laminar(non-
turbulent) and incompressible flow with no viscous dissipation in the cylindrical 
coordinate system can be expressed as following:  
Continuity equation: 
                                                                                                                                   (2-1) 
 
Momentum equation: 
      
  R component:                                                                                                     
 
(2-2) 
  Z component:  
 
where, (Gr, Gθ, Gz) are body gravity accelerations, (fr, fθ, fz) are viscous accelerations 
which are defined as following, where η = μ / ρ. 
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Energy equation:  
(2-3) 
where TDIF  is thermal conduction diffusion which is defined as 
 
2.2. ENTHALPY METHOD 
Based on thermodynamics equation, dH = C(T)dT, Hu[12,13] proposed that the 
phase change is used to convert the energy equation to a non-linear equation with only 
one variable (H).  If a constant specific heat for each phase is considered and H=0 is 
chosen to correspond to alloy at its solidus temperature, the relation between temperature 
and enthalpy becomes:  
 
 
(2-4) 
 
 
where  ∆T = Tl – Ts  is the solidification range of the alloy. 
 
According to the equation (2-4), the energy equation (2-3) can be rewritten as equation 
(2-5): 
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The properties of the alloy in mushy region are defined as: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During the forced-flow filling and mushy zone solidification stage, the energy 
equation is expressed only in terms of a single variable, H, and one source term, S. The 
transformation of energy equation simplifies the numerical solution of the present case 
and makes it possible to use the existing algorithm.  
2.3. INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
A squeeze cast cylindrical coupon with a diameter of 10 cm and a height of 8 cm , 
as shown in Figure 2-1, was employed in this study.  The material selected for squeeze 
cast coupons was commercially-available magnesium alloy AM50 (Mg-5.0wt.%Al-
0.38wt.%Mn-0.2wt.%Zn) due to its extensive usage in the automotive industry. The mold 
material was tool steel H13. 
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                      Figure 2- 1.  3-D model of the squeeze cast cylindrical coupon. 
 
 
Figure 2- 2.  Schematic diagram of squeeze casting system employed in magnesium  
                      alloy AM50 coupon. 
 
During the cavity filling, molten metal was poured into the sleeve and then forced 
into the upper die cavity by the movement of the plunger with a speed of 5.5 cm/s in an 
upward direction as illustrated in Figure 2-2.  The filling velocity of the melt instantly 
decreased to zero once the cavity filling was completed. The initial temperature of the 
AM50 melt was 695
o
C; the initial die temperature was 275
o
C and the plunger 
temperature was 150
oC. Newton‟s law of cooling was applied at boundaries between the 
casting and the die, which was of the form in equation (2-6): 
)(/ dcdc TTh
r
T
kq 


,        or        )(/ dcdc TTh
z
T
kq 


                    (2-6) 
where q is the heat flux across the casting/die interface, k is the thermal conductivity 
of the magnesium alloy, hc/d is the heat transfer coefficient across the casting/die 
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interface, Tc is the casting temperature at the casting/die interface, and Td is the die 
temperature at the casting/die interface.  
The heat transfer coefficient (hc/d) in equation (2-6) is an important factor which 
controls the solidification and cooling rates in squeeze casting processes.  The 
determination of  heat transfer coefficient is a troublesome task since it depends on 
numerous factors, such as pressure, pouring temperature, die material, coating and air gap 
on the die surface, etc. The study by Yu and Hu [9, 15] indicates that the heat transfer 
coefficient (hc/d) of squeeze casting of light alloys are primarily affected by pressure 
levels. For squeeze casting of magnesium alloy AM50 with the application of moderate 
pressures (0 ~ 100 MPa), a polynomial relationship between heat transfer coefficient 
(hc/d) and the applied pressure levels applied in magnesium squeeze casting is proposed: 
          
2
/ 78.056.1696.1996 PPh dc                                                                  (2-7) 
where hc/d  is the heat transfer coefficient between the casting and die surface(W/m
2
K), 
and P is the applied pressure (MPa). Equation (2-7) was incorporated into the heat 
transfer models of the simulation software in this study. Since the applied pressure also 
increases liquidus temperature, a linear relation between the liquidus temperatures and 
applied pressures was employed: 
                ml TPT  092.0                                                                    (2-8) 
where Tl is the liquidus temperature of magnesium alloy AM50A under applied 
pressures, P is the applied pressure(MPa), Tm is the non-equilibrium solidification 
temperature (625.1
0
C) at 0 MPa. A similar linear relation between the solidus 
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temperatures and applied pressures was available in the range of the pressures (0 – 100 
MPa): 
                 mss TPT ,072.0                                                          (2-9) 
where Ts is the solidus temperature of magnesium alloy AM50A under applied pressures, 
P is the applied pressure, Ts, m  is the solidus temperature (427.8
0
C) at 0 MPa. 
Once the molten metal completes filling the cylindrical die cavity, the solid shell 
formed at the interface between die and metal(ur = 0; uz = 0; S =0), from equation (2-3), 
the heat transfer and temperature distribution was simply governed by the heat 
conduction equation (2-6), where γ = k / C.  
 
  (2-10) 
 
The governing equations are discretized with control volume implicit finite 
difference procedure. The computation is done on a domain with 28 x 34 nodes. The 
stability and convergence for each iteration were assured with dimensionless time step 
under 8 x 10
-7
. In addition to this criterion of convergence discussed above, a grid 
refinement study was performed by doubling the number of nodal points used. In other 
words, computations were also carried out using a domain 56 x 68 nodes. No significant 
differences were evident between the predictions made using the 56 x 68 nodes and those 
made on the basis of the smaller 28 x 34 node grid. Simulations were performed with the 
filling velocity of 5.5 cm/s and the filling time of 1.5 second. The predictions for the 
temperature, velocity, and time did not differ by more than 4% between the two grid 
sizes.  The thermophysical properties of the cast magnesium alloy AM50 listed in Table 
2-1 were used in simulation. 
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                    Table 2- 1. Thermophysical properties of magnesium alloy AM50 
Properties Mg Alloy AM50 
Solid Liquid 
Thermal Conductivity (W/m K) 80 100 
Specific Heat (J/kg K) 1220 1320 
Density (kg/m
3
) 1710 1650 
Latent Heat (J/kg) 3.7x10
5
  
Liquidus Temperature at 0MPa ( 
0
C) 620  
Solidus Temperature at 0MPa (
0
C)  435 
 
3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
3.1  TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AND SOLIDIFICATION FRONT 
Figure 2-3 shows the filling sequence in the cavity with different filling 
percentage. The red lines in figures illustrate the temperature profile of the liquid-solid 
zone (mushy zone) where the metal shell solidifies outside and liquid metal inside. 
During the initial filling stage, the top of the casting is experiencing natural convection 
with the cover gas, while its side and bottom are releasing heat to the sleeve through 
convection and the plunger by conduction, respectively.  Thus, during the whole filling 
process, the temperature profile almost maintains the same top-opened shell shape 
although the metal height is different. After 40% filling percentage ie, in the later stage of 
the cavity filling, the bottom solidified layer becomes thicker than the side solidified 
layer due to the lower plunger initial temperature (150
o
C) than the cylindrical sleeve 
initial temperature (275
o
C). Due to slow heat transfer caused by natural convection 
between the top surface of the metal and the air, the natural convective heat transfer 
coefficient (hcov =150 Wm
-2
K
-1
) between top surface and the air and the heat transfer 
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coefficient (hdie =2000 Wm
-2
K
-1
)  between melt and die were employed during 
calculating the filling process. 
Figure 2-4 shows the temperature isocontours at different instants of time during 
the stage of pressurized solidification AM50 with applied pressure 60 MPa. As can be 
seen from prediction of figure 2-4(a), the temperature profiles are almost vertically 
symmetric resulting from pre-solidification shell at the bottom and side of cylindrical 
coupon.  This is because, in the sleeve cavity, heat conduction-dominated rapid chill 
takes place at the bottom and along the side surfaces, and the top surface is slowly cooled 
by natural convection.  As shown in figure 2-4(b), once the die cavity is filled 
completely, the firm contact between the top surface of the melt and the die surface is 
formed under the applied pressure. This results in a rapid cooling on the top surface of 
the casting through heat conduction to the die.  As the time goes on, the rapid cooling 
from the top surface moves the hot area downward, which distorts the vertically 
symmetric temperature profile formed at the early stage of the process.  The distorted 
temperature profiles are mainly attributed to the differences in the initial heat transfer 
conditions between the top, side and bottom surfaces of the casting.   
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(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
       
(d) 
 
Figure 2- 3.  Temperature profiles(XZ section view) of the cylindrical coupon casting at 
different cavity filling percentage: (a) 10%, (b) 40%, (c) 60%, and (d) 80%. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 2- 4.  Temperature contours(XZ section view) of the cylindrical coupon casting 
after complete filling: (a)1 s, (b) 4s, (c) 10 s, and (d) 40 s, under applied 
pressure 60 MPa. 
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For the top, the heat transfer coefficients ( htop = 8400 Wm
-2
K
-1
  , 9400 Wm
-2
K
-1
  , 
and 10090 Wm
-2
K
-1
  ) were employed during calculating the solidification process under 
applied pressure 30, 60, and 90MPa, respectively.  The heat transfer coefficients on side 
and bottom die ( htop = 6900 Wm
-2
K
-1
  , 7026 Wm
-2
K
-1
  , and 7257 Wm
-2
K
-1
  ) were 
employed during calculating the solidification process under applied pressure 30, 60, and 
90MPa, respectively.   
As the solidification proceeds, the high temperature area tends to move towards 
the center of the casting. It can be indicated from figure 2-4(c) that the solidification of 
the top portion of the casting is accelerated and dictated by heat conduction between the 
top surface and die surface under the applied pressure instead of natural convection.  The 
conduction-controlled solidification of the top portion tends to move the phase front 
downward. Meanwhile, the ongoing solidification at the bottom and side surface of the 
casting pushes the front upward and inward, respectively.  As a result shown in figure 2-
4(d), the last solidified point is present at 3 cm down from top surface of the casting due 
to initial uneven temperature distribution between the top and bottom of the die.  
3.2 EFFECT OF APPLIED PRESSURES ON COOLING BEHAVIOR 
Figure 2-5 predicts the cooling curves at the 4 cm(casting center)  down from top 
surface along the central line of the cylindrical casting during pressurized solidification 
under 0, 30, 60, 90MPa.  It is indicated that the casting center reaches its liquidus 
temperature 7.02, 7.40, 8.58, and 8.92 seconds after the cast filling process with applied 
pressure 90, 60, 30, and 0 MPa, respectively. Their liquidus temperature can be 
maintained for about 2 to 3 seconds.   
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Figure 2- 5.  Predicted cooling curves at the casting center solidified under an applied 
pressure 0, 30, 60, and 90 MPa. 
As can be seen from the enlarged insert in figure 2-5, the application of 90 MPa 
pressure enables the casting center to reach the liquidus temperature earlier. This earlier 
arrival at the liquidus temperature might be due to the fact that the relatively large 
increase in the non-equilibrium liquidus temperature results from the high applied 
pressure of 90 MPa compared to those under 60 and 30 MPa.  As the pressurized 
solidification proceeds, the temperature of the casting center under 90 MPa drops faster 
than the other two temperatures with the  pressures of 60 and 30 MPa. It is evident that, 
40 seconds after the onset of the pressurized solidification, the temperatures of the casting 
center becomes 417.9, 434.5, and 448.7
0
C under the applied pressures of 90, 60, and 30 
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MPa, respectively. The enhanced heat transfer at the casting/die interface due to the high 
applied pressure should be responsible for the quick temperature decrease and 
consequently the rapid solidification.       
 
Figure 2- 6.  Predicted start and end solidification times at the casting center under an 
applied pressure 0, 30, 60, and 90 MPa. 
Figure 2-6 and 2-7 illustrate the effect of applied pressure on the solidification 
time of the casting. As indicated in figure 2-6, the high levels of applied pressures lower 
both the start and the end solidification times. It appears from the predicted results given 
in figure 2-7 that an applied pressure 60 MPa reduces solidification time and increases 
cooling rate more effectively than 30 and 90 MPa. The study by Hu[13] indicates that 
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further increase in the pressure beyond the value of 80 MPa has a minor influence on 
solidification rate of the magnesium squeeze castings. 
 
Figure 2- 7.  Predicted solidification time and cooling rates at the casting center under an 
applied pressure 0, 30, 60, and 90 MPa.  
 
4. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 
To verify the simulation results, a squeeze casting experiment system was 
conducted. The integrated system consists of a 75 tons laboratory hydraulic press, a die, 
an electric resistance furnace and a data acquisition system. Figure 2-2 illustrates 
schematically the cylindrical squeeze casting and thermocouple location. The 
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experimental procedure includes pouring molten metal into the bottom sleeve, close the 
dies, cavity filling, squeezing solidification with applied pressure, and ejecting the casting 
from the top mould of the die.  The temperature in the casting center was measured by 
Omega KTSS-116U thermocouples. Thermocouples were inserted from the plunger to 
the center of the casting under applied pressures 0, 30, 60, 90MPa, respectively.  Real-
time pressure and temperature data were recorded by a LabVIEW- based data acquisition 
system with a pouring temperature of 695
0
C, sleeve die temperature of 275
0
C, and 
plunger temperature of 150
0
C. 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 2-8 shows typical cooling curves measured in the center of the casting 
solidified under the different applied pressures of 0, 30, 60, 90 MPa which were recorded 
by thermocouples.  It can be seen for all three cases that, once the pressure is applied 
starting at 0 second, the temperature increases rapidly until reaching a plateau, i.e., the 
liquidus temperature.  Then, the temperature is kept almost constant for a certain period 
of time before starting to decrease. However, the variation of applied pressures influences 
the attainable level and the holding duration of the liquidus temperature plateau. With the 
highest liquidus temperature, the applied pressure of 90 MPa accelerates the temperature 
of the casting center in a cooling rate faster than the pressures of 60 and 30 MPa during 
the pressurized solidification. As a result, at the 40
th
 second after the solidification 
beginning, the temperatures of the casting center drops to 403.6, 412.3 and 438.7
0
C under 
the applied pressures of 90, 60 and 30 MPa, respectively. 
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Figure 2- 8.  Experimental results of temperature measurements at the center of a 
cylindrical casting of magnesium alloy AM50A solidified under applied 
pressures of 30, 60, and 90 MPa. 
The total solidification time between the computational results and the 
experimental data is compared in Figure 2-9.  The agreement is reasonably good between 
the predicted and the measured results. It can be found that the computed total 
solidification times are longer than those which are experimentally determined.  
Compared the simulation result with the experimental data, during the stage of 
pressurized solidification, the predicted and measured temperature histories are in a good 
agreement. However, there is deviation between the prediction and experimental data, 
especially around the liquidus and solidus temperatures.  This may be, at least partly, 
because the heat transfer coefficient used in the computation upon the completion of 
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filling was set as a function of the applied hydraulic pressure instead of local pressures. 
Thus may result in the underestimation of the heat transfer coefficients used in 
computation. Yu and Hu[9] indicated recently that local pressures can vary considerably 
during squeeze casting of magnesium alloys. Assuredly, further work is needed on 
experimentally determining an accurate relationship between the heat transfer coefficient 
and local pressure levels for magnesium squeeze casting.   
 
Figure 2- 9.  Comparisons of total solidification time between computational and 
experimental results at the casting center under different pressures. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
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A mathematical model has been developed based on the finite difference and the 
enthalpy method to simulate heat transfer, and solidification phenomena taking place 
during squeeze casting magnesium alloy (AM50) involving two primary steps, which are 
cavity filling and pressurized solidification.  With the help of experimentally determined 
heat transfer coefficients, the filling and pressurized solidification phenomena of squeeze 
cast magnesium alloy AM50 are simulated. The results show that the pre-solidified shell 
forms during cavity filling in the squeeze casting of magnesium alloy AM50 due to the 
involvement of both convection and conduction in heat transfer. The application of high 
pressure upon the completion of cavity filling results in rapid heat transfer across 
casting/die interface, and consequently increase solidification and cooling rates. To verify 
simulation result, temperature measurements inside an experimental squeeze casting were 
performed.  Comparisons of the numerical results with the experimental measurements 
show close agreement.  
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CHAPTER 3 
ESTIMATION OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IN SQUEEZE 
CASTING OF MAGNESIUM ALLOY AM60 BY EXPERIMENTAL 
POLYNOMIAL EXTRAPOLATION METHOD 
 
1.INTRODUCTION 
The squeeze casting process with high applied pressures is a promising solution 
for magnesium castings. Compared to other conventional casting processes, the most 
attractive features of squeeze casting (SC) are slow filling velocities and the pressurized 
solidification. Before the solid fraction of the casting is high enough, the applied pressure 
squeezes liquid metal feed into the air or shrinkage porosities effectively.  Therefore, 
squeeze casting can make castings virtually free of porosity and usually have excellent 
as-cast quality, and are heat treatable, which is difficult to achieve with other 
conventional casting processes[1]. Although many research activities on squeeze casting 
process, some fundamental questions still need to be answered and the process must be 
optimized so as to expand its application, especially for emerging magnesium alloys. 
Numerical simulation improved the productivity and optimized casting process 
greatly in the last decade. Beside the correct thermophysical property data, the estimating 
of the interfacial heat transfer coefficients(IHTCs) at the metal-mold interface is also 
necessary to simulate the solidification process accurately. IHTCs are usually very 
roughly set in the available FEM/FDM commercial codes. An accurate prediction of the 
boundary conditions is required to determine temperature distribution, solidification path, 
formation of shrinkage porosity, microstructure development, and residual stress. The 
pressure-transfer path is affected by applied hydraulic pressures, pouring and die initial 
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temperatures, alloy and die materials, and casting orientation. Thermal barriers include 
coating applied on the die surface and air gap caused by shrinkage.  The process 
parameters, such as the applied hydraulic and local pressures, pouring temperatures, and 
die initial temperatures, have an influence on the formation of pressure-transfer path, 
which consequently affects heat transfer at the metal-mold interface and the finial quality 
of squeeze castings[2,3].  In various casting process, the contact between the liquid metal 
and mold die is imperfect because of the coating applied on the die surface and air gap 
caused by shrinkage[4]. These thermal barriers may decrease the heat transfer between 
metal and die and cooling rate of the casting surface, which affect microstructure and 
quality of the casting significantly. Hence, precise determination of heat transfer 
coefficients at the metal-mold interface is a critical consideration to simulate the 
solidification process and model the microstructure of die castings accurately[5-10]. 
Especially, for thin-wall castings, the evaluation of IHTC becomes vital due to very 
limited solidification time.  
However, many studies only focused on the simple shape die casting[11-14]. 
Little attention has been paid to variation of casting thicknesses and hydraulic pressures. 
Actually, in the die casting practice, various section thicknesses at different locations of 
castings result in significant variation of the local heat transfer coefficients. Therefore, it 
would be essential to investigate the influence of casting thickness, pressure value, and 
process parameters on the IHTC.  In this study, a special 5-step squeeze casting was 
designed for understanding casting thickness-dependant IHTC, and the temperature 
measuring units and the pressure transducers were employed to accurately measure the 
temperatures and the local pressures during squeeze casting of magnesium alloy AM60. 
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2.  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
2.1  5-STEP CASTING  
A 5-step shape casting was designed special for this study. Figure 3-1 shows the 
3-D model of 5-step casting, which consists of 5 steps(from top to bottom designated as 
steps 1 to 5) with dimensions of 100x30x3 mm,   100x30x5 mm,  100x30x8 mm, 
100x30x12 mm, 100x30x20 mm accordingly. The molten metal fills the cavity from the 
bottom cylindrical shape sleeve with diameter 100 mm. 
                                     
Figure 3- 1.  3-D model of 5-step casting with the round-shape gating system  (A)XZ 
view; (B) YZ view; (C) isometric view 
2.2  CASTING PROCESS 
The integrated system included a laboratory hydraulic press, upper-lower die, an 
electric resistance furnace and a data acquisition system. As Figure 3-2 shows, the mold 
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assembly was composed of three parts. The two upper die of casting cavity split along the 
center. The bottom sleeve has a diameter of 0.1016 m and a height of 0.127 m. The chill 
vent was located on the top of the step casting, which can discharge the gas inside the 
upper die cavity. Both the upper die and the bottom sleeve were heated by cartridge 
heaters, in which the temperatures were separately controlled by Shinko Temperature 
Controllers.  
 
                         Figure 3- 2.  Schematic diagram of squeeze casting machine 
2.3  CASTING PROCESS 
The 75- ton heavy duty hydraulic press and commercial magnesium alloy AM60 
were used in the experiment. Figure 3-3 shows a typical 5-step casting poured under 
above mentioned process condition with applied hydraulic pressure of 30 MPa. 
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                  Figure 3- 3.  A 5-step casting solidifying under applied pressure 30MPa. 
 
3. DETERMINATION OF IHTC 
Based on the principle of heat transfer, the interfacial heat transfer 
coefficients(IHTC) between metal and die surface can be determined by above mentioned 
Equation 1-1(Chapter 1). But, determination of IHTC using measurements of Tcs, Tds, 
and q(t) directly is difficult. As a result, a polynomial curve fitting method needs to be 
employed to determine the IHTC based on the temperatures measured inside the die or 
casting[10,12,15]. The direct heat transfer modeling also was involved to calculate heat 
flux at the casting-die interface, which requires numerical or analytical methods to be 
solved. In this study, from the measured interior temperature histories, the transient 
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metal-die interface heat flux and temperature distribution were estimated by the 
polynomial extrapolation method. To evaluate the IHTC effectively as a function of 
solidification time in the squeeze casting process, the finite difference method(FDM) was 
employed as follows based on the heat transfer equations[16]. 
 
Figure 3- 4.  One-dimensional heat transfer at the interface between the casting and die, 
where temperature measurements were performed. 
Since the thickness of each step is much smaller than the width or length of the 
step, it can be assumed that the heat transfer at each step is one-dimensional. The heat 
transfer across the nodal points of the step casting and die is shown in Figure 3-4. The 
temperatures were measured at 2, 4, 6, 8 mm beneath die surface and the heat flux 
transferred to the die mould can be evaluated by heat transfer equations. Please refer the 
Chapter IV for detailed information. 
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3.1  HEAT TRANSFER MODEL 
The heat flux for both the casting and die interface can be calculated from the 
temperature gradient at the surface and sub-surface nodes by Equation 3-1: 
(3-1) 
where k is thermal conductivity of the casting or die materials. The superscript  t  is 
solidification time. The subscript  m  means the number of the discrete nodal points.  The 
heat flux at the casting-die interface(q) at each time step was obtained by applying 
segregated heat conduction Equation 3-2.  
(3-2) 
For the surface node of the die, Equation 3-2 can be rearranged as Equation 3-3: 
 
(3-3) 
For any interior node of the die, Equation 3-2 can be solved as Equation 3-4: 
 
(3-4) 
where the superscript p is used to denote the time dependence of T.  F0 is a finite different 
form of the Fourier number: 
(3-5) 
The heat flux at the casting-die interface(q) at each time step was obtained by applying 
Equations 3-3 and 3-4. Thus, with Tds estimated by the polynomial curve fitting method, 
the segregated IHTC values were evaluated by Equation 1-1. 
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3.2  POLYNOMIAL CURVE FITTING METHOD 
For example, beneath the step 4 die surface, as Figure 3-4 showed, thermocouples 
were positioned at X1 = 2mm, X2 = 4mm, X3 = 6mm, and X4 = 8mm away from the die 
surface. From the temperature versus time curves obtained at each position inside the die, 
the temperature at the die surface(X0 = 0mm) can be extrapolated by using a polynomial 
curve fitting. 
 
Figure 3- 5. Polynomial curve with various measured temperatures at a time of 4.1 
seconds after pressurized solidification.  
After the completion of filling, by selecting a particular time of solidification 
process, for example t = 4.1 seconds, the values of temperatures were read from the 
temperature-time data at  position X1, X2, X3, and X4. Figure 3-5 shows the temperature 
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values against distance X which were fitted by the polynomial trendline. The temperature 
at the die surface(T0=308.430C) was determined by substituting the value of x=0 in the 
polynomial curve fitting Equation 3-6 obtained from the temperature values at various 
distances inside the die at a chosen time of 4.1 seconds after pressurized solidification. 
(3-6) 
 
Figure 3- 6. Extrapolated temperature curve at the die surface(T0) by the polynomial 
curve fitting method with applied pressure 30 MPa. 
This procedure was repeated for a number of time increments to get series of such 
temperatures with corresponding times.  As Figure 3-6 shows, for the step 4 under 
pressure 30 MPa, the temperature curve versus time at the die surface(X0 = 0mm) was 
extrapolated as “Die-surf-T0-0mm-polynomial” based on the experimental data 
43.308495.161759.00635.0 23  xxxy
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T1(X1=2mm), T2(X2=4mm), T3(X3=6mm), and T4(X4=8mm) beneath the die surface. 
By extrapolation, the evaluated peak temperature value of the die surface is 333.39
0
C at 
the solidification time t=6.1 seconds.  
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1  EXPERIMENTAL COOLING CURVE 
Figure 3-6 and 3-7 show typical temperatures versus time curves at the metal-die 
interface of Step 4 for solidifying magnesium alloy AM60 and the steel die respectively 
with an applied hydraulic pressure of 30 MPa. The measured locations are described in 
Figure 3-4, which include casting surface temperature(Metal-surface-Experimental), T1, 
T2, T3, and T4 inside the die. The following analysis was also based on this typical data 
at Step 4 with pressure 30MPa. This information includes measurements of the casting 
surface temperature in addition to temperature measurements obtained at different depths 
under the die surface. Since molten metal filled the cavity from the bottom, pre-
solidification occurred upon the completion of cavity filling. No die surface temperatures 
exceeded 340
0
C, and the highest temperature of the casting surface was 532.97
0
C.  
From Figure 3-7, it can be observed that the temperature curve at casting surface 
increases abruptly and drops faster than the temperature measurements obtained at 
different depths under the die surface. The curves indicated the dynamic temperature 
change at the metal-die interface. 
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Figure 3- 7. Typical temperature versus time curves (Step 4, 30MPa) at metal surface, die 
surface, and various positions inside the die. 
4.2  TYPICAL HEAT FLUX(Q) & IHTC(H) CURVES 
Substituting the estimated die surface temperature(T0) and the measured 
temperature at T1=2 mm to Equation 3-2, the interfacial heat flux(q) was calculated. 
Figure 3-8 shows the interfacial heat flux(q) and the heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) 
versus solidification time of Step 4 with applied pressure 30 MPa. The curves were 
estimated by extrapolated fitting method based on the data in Figure 3-7.  For step 4, the 
peak heat flux value was 3.4E+05 W/m
2
, and the peak value of IHTC was 6,450 W/ m
2
K.  
From Figure 3-8, it can be observed that the heat flux(q) curve reached its peak value 
abruptly within 2.3 seconds and decreased rapidly to a lower level(5.0E+04 W/m
2
) after 
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20 seconds.  While the heat transfer coefficients(h) curve reached its peak value gradually 
at 12.3 seconds and vibrated around that peak value for about 6.5 seconds, then decreased 
slowly to the level 3,000 W/ m
2
K after 28 seconds. It is noted that the uncertainty and 
error of the polynomial extrapolated method should be responsible for the significant 
variation presented in the heat flux & IHTC curve in Figure 3-8. 
 
Figure 3- 8.  Interfacial heat flux(q) and the heat transfer coefficient (IHTC) curves for 
step 4 with applied pressure 30 MPa. 
Figure 3-9 shows the heat flux(q) versus solidification time of step 3, step 4, and 
step 5 with an applied pressure of 30 MPa. The curves were estimated by extrapolation of 
the experimental data. For Steps 3, 4, and 5,  the peak heat flux values were 1.8E+05 
W/m
2
, 3.4E+05 W/m
2
, 5.25E+05 W/m
2
, respectively. From Step 3 to Step 5, the heat 
flux(q) curves reached to their peak value abruptly between 2.4, and 3.8 second and 
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decreased rapidly to the lower level (5.0E+04 W/m
2
) at 16, 28, and 42 seconds, 
respectively. 
 
Figure 3- 9.  Heat flux(q) curves for step 3, 4, 5  estimated by the extrapolated fitting 
method. 
Figure 3-10 shows that the heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) curves of Steps 3,4,5 
estimated by the extrapolated fitting. For Step 3, IHTC began increasing, and reached its 
peak value of 3,200 W/ m
2
K at 12.5 seconds, maintained that value for about 6 seconds, 
then decreased slowly to the level 1,600 W/ m
2
K at 48 seconds.  For Step 4, IHTC value 
increased and reached its peak value(6,450 W/ m
2
K) at about 12.3 seconds, remained at 
that value for about 6.5 seconds, then decreased slowly to the level 3,000 W/ m
2
K  at 48 
seconds. For step 5, IHTC curve increased sharply to the peak value of 7,915 W/ m
2
K at 
11.2 seconds and then decreased to the lower level 2,230 W/ m
2
K at 48 seconds.  
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From steps 3 to 5, the peak IHTC value varied from 3,200 W/m
2
K to 7,850 
W/m
2
K.  Therefore, the wall thickness affects IHTC peak values significantly. The peak 
IHTC value decreased from the bottom to the top of the step casting as the step thickness 
reduced.   
 
 
Figure 3- 10.  Heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) curves for step 3,4,5 estimated by the 
extrapolated fitting method. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
1. The heat flux and IHTC at metal-die interface in squeeze casting were determined 
based on an extrapolation method. 
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2. For all steps, IHTC increased first, and reached its peak value, then dropped 
gradually until it arrived at a low value. 
3. For steps 3, 4, and 5,  the peak heat flux values were 1.8E+05 W/m2, 3.4E+05 
W/m
2
, 5.25E+05 W/m
2
, respectively. 
4. For step 3, with a section thickness of 8mm, IHTC began with a increasing stage, 
and reached its peak value of 3,200 W/ m
2
K at 12.5 seconds, maintained that 
value for about 6 seconds, then decreased slowly to the level 1,600 W/m
2
K at 48 
seconds. For step 4 of the thickness 12mm,  IHTC value increased and reached its 
peak value(6,450 W/m
2
K) at about 12.3 seconds, remained at that value for about 
6.5 seconds, then decreased slowly to the level 3,000 W/m
2
K  at 48 seconds. 
From step 3 to 5, the peak IHTC value varied from 3,200 W/m
2
K to 7,850 
W/m
2
K. 
5. The wall thickness of squeeze cast magnesium alloy AM60 affected IHTC peak 
values significantly. The peak IHTC value decreased in a direction from the 
bottom to top as the step thickness reduced. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DETERMINATION OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS BY 
EXTRAPOLATION AND NUMERICAL INVERSE METHODS IN 
SQUEEZE CASTING OF MAGNESIUM ALLOY AM60 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Compared to other conventional casting processes, the most attractive features of 
squeeze casting (SC) are slow cavity filling and pressurized solidification. Before the 
solid fraction of the casting becomes high enough, the applied pressure squeezes liquid 
metal feed into the air or shrinkage porosities effectively.  Therefore, squeeze casting can 
make castings virtually free of porosity and usually have excellent as-cast quality, and are 
heat treatable, which is difficult to achieve with other conventional high pressure casting 
processes. Despite of many squeeze casting research activities of Cho and Hong[1] and 
Yu [2], certain fundamental questions still need to be answered and the process must be 
optimized so as to expand its application, especially for emerging magnesium alloys. 
To solve the obstacles of squeeze casting application, the optimized process 
parameters and interfacial heat transfer coefficient (IHTC) at the metal-mold interface 
need to be further studied. The process parameters, such as the applied hydraulic and 
local pressures, pouring temperatures, and die initial temperatures, have an influence on 
the formation of pressure-transfer path, which consequently affects heat transfer at the 
metal-mold interface and the finial quality of squeeze castings[3-5].  In various casting 
processes, the contact between the liquid metal and die inner surface is usually imperfect 
because of coating applied on the die surface and air gap caused by shrinkage. These 
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thermal barriers may decrease the heat transfer between metal and die and cooling rates 
of the casting surface, which influence microstructure and quality of the casting 
significantly[6]. Hence, precise determination of heat transfer coefficients at the metal-
mold interface is essential to accurately simulate solidification process and model 
microstructure evolution of die castings. Especially, for thin-wall castings, Guo[7] 
described that the accuracy of IHTC is critically vital due to very limited solidification 
time. 
Although the IHTC has been studied extensively by many researchers, rare 
experiment has been carried on to determine the IHTC in squeeze die casting processes 
because it is hard to perform and the operation procedure is complicated for magnesium 
alloys.  Cho and Hong[8] estimated heat transfer coefficients at the molten metal-die 
interface in aluminum alloy(Al-4.5%Cu) squeeze casting. The IHTC values were about 
1,000 W/m2K prior to pressurization which rapidly increased to around 4,700 W/m2K at 
a single hydraulic pressure(50 MPa) for a cylindrical casting with a heated steel die. 
Then, it was concluded that IHTC increased with the application of pressure. Kim and 
Lee[4] investigated the tube shape casting and found that the heat transfer coefficients at 
the interface of the inner mould decreased temporarily and then increased, while the one 
at the outer interface of the mould decreased monotonously. Browne and O‟Mahoney[9] 
carried out experiments with different solidification ranges of aluminum alloys. After 
investigating the effect of alloy solidification ranges, metal static heads, initial die 
temperatures and interface geometry shapes, they found that the metal static head 
affected IHTC significantly for long freezing range alloys and initial temperatures also 
had alloy-dependent effects on IHTC. 
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By applying the Laplace Transform of the heat conduction equation, Broucaret 
and Dour[10] estimated the unidirectional heat flux exchanged between plate shape die 
and aluminium-silicon(AS7G06) casting. Dour[11] developed a heat-transfer gage which 
used an infrared probe incorporated into a Pyrometric chain.  They claimed that the inside 
die temperature and molten metal surface temperature can be measured accurately 
without any intrusion into the casting. By this method, Dargusch[12] measured surface 
die temperature and determined IHTC during high pressure die casting of magnesium 
alloy AZ91and Al-9%Si-3%Cu alloy. The results showed that the peak IHTC reached 
close to 9,000 W/m2K and 8,500 W/m2K for aluminum alloy A380 and magnesium alloy 
AZ91, respectively. 
Hamasaiid[13] measured IHTC peak values in permanent mold casting of 
aluminum alloys Al-9Si-3Cu(A380) and Al-7Si-0.3Mg(A356) are 3,000 W/m2K and 
4,000 W/m2K, respectively.  In high pressure die casting process, Guo[7] investigated the 
IHTC of a step-shape high pressure die casting in magnesium alloy AM50 and aluminum 
alloy ADC12. The results indicated that the IHTC value increased during initial stage, 
followed by fluctuation period at the peak values, then dropped abruptly to a lower level. 
Within the peak value fluctuation period, the maximum IHTC values are 12,900 W/m2K 
for AM50 and 20,760 W/m2K for ADC12, respectively. In thinner steps, a faster shot 
velocity led to a higher IHTC peak value. Higher initial die temperatures, lower the IHTC 
peak values for the thick sections. 
Yu[2] studied the IHTC of a cylindrical shape coupon  in the squeeze casting of 
magnesium alloy AM50. When the applied pressure changed from 30 to 90 MPa, the 
IHTC peak values of the top coupon varied from 8,400 W/m
2
K to 10,090 W/m
2
K, and 
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the IHTC peak values of the side casting varied from 6,900 W/m2K to 7,257 W/m2K, 
accordingly. 
Aweda[14] carried out the experiments on a cylindrical shape squeeze casting of 
commercially pure aluminum. With the measured temperatures inside a steel die, the die 
surface temperature was deducted by extrapolating to die-metal interface by polynomial 
curve fitting technique. The IHTC obtained by extrapolating method under no pressure 
application was 2,998 W/m2K, which agreed with 2,975 W/m2K obtained from 
numerical inverse method. He also observed that the effect of applied pressure became 
more significant at temperature close to the liquidus temperature. Within this temperature 
range, the measured peak values of IHTC varied from 3,000 W/m2K to 3,400 W/m2K 
with the applied pressure range from 0 to 85 MPa.  
Beck[15,16] proposed the function specification method which can be used for 
linear or non-linear problems. Briefly, the method was to minimize the sum of squares 
function with respect to heat flux (q) and the errors between calculated and measured 
data. It was concluded that the function specification method gave the similar results 
avoid time-consuming calculation.  
However, these studies only focused on castings with simple geometries. Little 
attention has been paid to variation of casting thicknesses and hydraulic pressures. 
Actually, in the die casting practice, the different thicknesses at different locations of 
castings results in significant variation of the local heat transfer coefficients. Therefore, it 
would be important to investigate the influence of casting thickness, pressure value, and 
process parameters on the IHTC.  In this study, a special 5-step squeeze casting was 
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designed for understanding casting thickness-dependant IHTC. The temperature 
measuring units to hold multiple thermocouples simultaneously and the pressure 
transducers were employed to accurately measure the temperatures and the local 
pressures during squeeze casting of magnesium alloy AM60. 
2.  EXPERIMENTS 
2.1  STEP CASTING MODEL 
Figure 4-1 shows the 3-D model of 5-step casting, which consists of 5 steps(from 
top to bottom designated as steps 1 to 5) with dimensions of 100x30x3mm, 
100x30x5mm, 100x30x8mm, 100x30x12mm, 100x30x20mm accordingly. The molten 
metal was filled the cavity from the bottom cylindrical shape sleeve with diameter 100 
mm. 
                                           
 
Figure 4- 1. The 3-D model of 5-step casting with the round-shape gating system (A)XZ 
view; (B) YZ view; (C) isometric view 
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2.2  CONFIGURATION OF DIE AND INSTALLATION OF MEASUREMENT UNIT 
To measure the temperatures and pressures at the casting-die interface accurately 
and effectively, a special thermocouple holder was developed. It hosted 3 thermocouples 
simultaneously to ensure accurate placement of thermocouples in desired locations of 
each step. The thermocouple holders were manufactured using the same material P20 as 
the die to ensure that the heat transfer process would not be distorted.  Figure 4-2 
illustrates schematically the configuration of the upper die(left and right parts) mounted 
on the top ceiling of the press machine. It also reveals the geometric installation of 
pressure transducers and thermocouple holders.  Pressures within the die cavity were 
measured using Kistler pressure transducers 6175A2 with operating temperature 850
0
C 
and pressures up to 200 MPa.  
As shown in Figure 4-2, pressure transducers and temperature thermocouples 
were located opposite each other so that measurements from sensors could be directly 
correlated due to the symmetry of the step casting. Five pressure transducers and 
temperature measuring units were designated as PT1 through PT5, and TS1 through TS5, 
respectively. Each unit was inserted into the die and adjusted until the front wall of the 
sensor approached the cavity surface. The geometry shape of thermocouples holders was 
purposely designed the same as the pressure transducer, so that they could be 
exchangeable at different locations. 
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Figure 4- 2. Configuration of upper-dies and geometric installation of thermocouples and 
pressure transducers 
 
Figure 4- 3. Installation of thermocouples measuring casting surface and inside die 
temperatures 
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The thermocouples(Omega KTSS-116U-24) installed inside the die and casting 
surface were type K with 1/16 inch diameter, stainless steel sheath, ungrounded junction, 
and 24 inch sheath length. To measure the casting surface temperature, the thermocouples 
were inserted into the cavity through the center hole of each temperature measuring unit. 
As shown in Figure 4-3, the thermocouple head was bent down to 90 degree and attached 
to the die surface tightly. The designed installation method minimized the disturbance of 
the temperature field in the step casting cavity. On the right part of the die, the 
thermocouples was installed to measure casting surface(T-surf) and inside die 
temperatures(T1,T2,T4). To ensure the accuracy, temperature measurements were also 
carried out simultaneously in both the right and the left parts of the die. During the 
simultaneous measurements, the bended thermocouple was absent in the left part of the 
die, but was inserted only in the right part. The difference in the measured temperatures 
for step 4 between the right and left parts of the die was 1.97
0
C, which gave the 
percentage error((T1L-T1R)/T1L) of 0.64%. For the thinnest step 1, the temperature 
difference is 4.82
0
C and the percentage error is 2.77%. Thus, using bended 
thermocouples in the cavity to measure the surface casting temperature caused almost no 
interference on the temperature field in the casting and heat transfer inside the die. This 
thermocouple head bending method enables to acquire relatively accurate data of the 
casting surface temperature. 
 
2.3  CASTING PROCESS 
The integrated casting system consisted of a 75 tons laboratory hydraulic press, a 
two halves split upper die forming a 5-step cavity, one cylindrical sleeve lower die, an 
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electric resistance furnace and a data acquisition system. The 75- ton heavy duty 
hydraulic press made by Technical Machine Products (TMP, Cleveland, Ohio, USA) 
used in the experimental study. The die material was P20 steel. Commercial magnesium 
alloy AM60 was used in experiment. The chemical composition of AM60 is shown in 
Table 4-1. Table 4-2 gives the thermal properties of the related materials in this study. 
Based on Yu[2]‟s work, the thermal conductivity(K) of AM60 has the linear relationship 
with its temperature and follows equations(K=192.8-0.187T) in semisolid temperature 
range(540-615
0
C); (K=0.0577T+60.85) below the solidus temperature(<540
0
C), and 
(K=0.029T+59.78) for the liquid temperature range(>615
0
C). 
                      Table 4- 1.  Chemical composition of magnesium alloy AM60 
Mg Al(%) Mn(%) Si(%) Cu(%) Zn(%) 
balance 
5.5-
6.5 
0.13 0.5 0.35 0.22 
 
                   Table 4- 2. Thermophysical properties of magnesium alloy AM60 
Properties 
Mg Alloy AM60 
Solid Liquid 
Thermal Conductivity (W/m K) 62 90 
Specific Heat (J/kg K) 1020 1180 
Density (kg/m
3
) 1790 1730 
Latent Heat (KJ/kg) 373  
Liquidus Temperature at 0MPa ( 
0
C) 615  
Solidus Temperature at 0MPa (
0
C)  540 
 Before the pouring, the dies were pre-heated to 210
0
C using four heating 
cartridges installed inside the dies. The experimental procedure included pouring molten 
magnesium alloy AM60 into the bottom sleeve with a pouring temperature 720
0
C, 
closing the dies, cavity filling, squeezing solidification with the applied pressure, 
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lowering the sleeve die,  splitting the two parts of the upper die, Finally the 5-step casting 
can be shaken out from the cavity.  The temperatures inside the die and casting were 
measured by Omega KTSS-116U thermocouples with response time below 10 ms.  Real-
time in-cavity local pressures and temperature data were recorded by a LabVIEW- based 
data acquisition system. 
 
 
Figure 4- 4.  5-step castings solidifying under applied pressure 30, 60, and 90MPa. 
The mold coating used in step castings is Boron Nitride lubrication(Type Sf) 
which was sprayed manually onto the surface of the mold cavity before heating the dies 
to the initial temperature.  To minimize the thermal barrier effect of mold coating, the 
coating thickness applied in this study was relatively thin(below 50um).  As shown in 
Figure 4-4, totally 15 castings were poured with 30, 60 and 90MPa pressurized 
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solidification. The chill vent and all five steps were filled completely. X-ray radiography 
examination reveals the soundness of the step castings.  
3. MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF IHTC 
      Based on the principle of heat transfer, the interfacial heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) 
between metal and die surface can be determined by Equation 4-1: 
(4-1) 
 
where h is IHTC; q is heat flux at the metal-die interface; Tcs and Tds are the casting 
surface temperature and die surface temperature, respectively; and t  is the solidification 
time. With the known boundary conditions in the form of temperatures or the heat fluxes, 
the temperature field inside the die or casting can be obtained by direct heat conduction 
method. But the values of Tcs and Tds can not be measured directly because the insertion 
of thermocouples of finite mass at the interface may distort the temperature field at the 
interface. Further, the heat flow at the interface may not be unidirectional due to complex 
geometry shape. Therefore, determination of IHTC using measurements of Tcs, Tds, and 
q(t) directly is difficult. As a result, inverse heat conduction method needs to be 
employed to determine the IHTC based on the temperatures measured inside the die or 
casting. To solve the direct heat conduction and inverse heat conduction problems, the 
numerical or analytical method needs to be employed. 
From the measured interior temperature histories, the transient metal-die interface 
heat flux and temperature distribution were estimated by two different techniques in this 
work: (1)polynomial extrapolation; and(2)inverse algorithm using function specification 
model, coupling with implicit finite difference method(FDM).  
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3.1  INVERSE METHOD 
Because solidification of squeeze casting of magnesium alloy involves phase 
change and its thermal properties are temperature-dependent, the inverse heat conduction 
is a non-linear problem. To evaluate the IHTC effectively as a function of solidification 
time in the squeeze casting process, the finite difference method(FDM) was employed 
based on the Beck‟s algorithm. 
 
Figure 4- 5. One-dimensional heat transfer at the interface between the casting and die, 
where temperature measurements were performed. 
Since the thickness of each step was much smaller than the width or length of the 
step, it can be assumed that the heat transfer at each step was one-dimensional. The heat 
transfer across the nodal points of the step casting and die is shown in Figure 4-5. The 
temperatures were measured at 2, 4, 8 mm beneath die surface and the heat flux 
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transferred to the die mould can be evaluated by the inverse method. Then, the 
temperatures at different locations were calculated by the direct model. Compared to the 
actual temperatures measured, the calculated errors at all locations were evaluated, which 
were less than 10
0
C. 
The heat flux for both the casting and die interface can be calculated from the 
temperature gradient at the surface and sub-surface nodes by Equation 4-2: 
                                                                                                                                       (4-2) 
 
where k is thermal conductivity of the casting or die materials; Tm
t
  is the temperature 
value on time t  at the nodal point m.  With the heat flux value, the segregated IHTC 
value can be evaluated from Equation 1. 
3.1.1 Heat transfer inside the die 
            The heat transfer inside the die at each step is transient conduction through one-
dimensional steps which can be described by Equation 4-3: 
                                                                                                                                        (4-3) 
 
where ρ is density of conducting die, T is the temperature, t is the time and x is the 
distance from the die surface to the node point;  c(T), k(T) are specific heat capacity and 
thermal conductivity of the die changed with temperature, respectively.  
            The initial and boundary conditions were described by the following Equations 4-
4a to 4-4c: 
(4-4a) 
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(4-4b) 
 
(4-4c) 
where Ti is the initial temperature of the die; q is the heat flux at the casting-die interface; 
L is the distance from the last temperature measurement point to the die surface; Y is the 
measured temperature at distance L from die surface. The measured region(0 ≤ x ≤ L) in 
the die is divided into M equal size meshes(L=M∆x), and n subscripts are used to 
designate the x location of the discrete nodal point. With the proper time step(∆t), the 
time can also be discretized as t=p∆t.  Thus, the finite differential format to the time 
derivatives of Equation 4-3 can be expressed as Equation 4-5. 
                                                                                                                                        (4-5) 
 
The superscript p was used to denote the time dependence of T. The subscript m means 
the number of the discrete nodal points. The implicit form of a finite difference method 
was applied to solve Equation 4-3. For the surface node of the die, Equation 3 can be 
rearranged as Equation 4-6a: 
(4-6a) 
For any interior node of the die, Equation 4-3 can be solved as Equation 4-6b: 
(4-6b) 
where F0 is a finite different form of the Fourier number: 
(4-6c) 
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The heat flux at the casting-die interface(q) at each time step can be obtained by 
the Beck‟s function specification method. At the first time step, a suitable initial value of 
heat flux q was assumed which was maintained constant for a definite integer 
number(u=2-5) of the subsequent future time steps. According to Equations 4-6(a), 4-
6(b), and 4-6(c), with the measured initial die temperature(p=0), the temperature 
distribution at each node of the next time step was calculated with this assumed q .  The 
assumed heat flux value was changed by a small value(εq) where ε was a small fraction 
and the new temperature distribution value corresponding to (q+εq) was determined 
accordingly.  Thus, the sensitivity coefficient(X) can be calculated by Equation 4-7. To 
minimize the calculation error, the calculated temperatures were compared with 
measured temperature at the same position, and the assumed heat flux(q) was corrected 
by the Equation 4-8. The corrected heat flux of the same time step was obtained by 
Equation 4-9: 
(4-7) 
 
(4-8) 
 
(4-9) 
 
where Test (q) was estimated temperatures on p time step at the measuring node points 
inside die with a boundary constant heat flux q;  Ymea was measured temperatures at the 
same measuring node points. The corrected heat flux and the new temperature 
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distribution were used as initial value for next cycle of calculation. The calculation 
process was repeated until the following condition given by Equation 4-10 was satisfied: 
(4-10) 
 
Therefore, for all time steps, the surface heat flux and die surface temperature were 
determined according to the above procedures.  
 
Figure 4- 6. Flow chart showing an algorithm for the determination of IHTC at the 
casting-die interface 
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            The flow chart shown in Figure 4-6 gives an overview of the solution procedure. 
The j in Equation 4-7 is the integer subsequent future time steps(j=1, 2…u) and j should 
not bigger than u(a definite integer number). The inverse modeling is to calculate heat 
flux(q) using the present temperatures and the future temperatures. The future 
temperatures are the calculated temperatures at time steps greater than the present time 
steps estimated using the known boundary condition T(L,t)=T1,T4 and the assumed 
constant heat flux(q
p
=q
p+1=…=qp+j-1), which set some future qp+1 is equal to qp+j-1. But p 
is the present time steps for all nodal points. Only after the calculated heat flux satisfied 
Equation 4-10, the present time can go to next step(p=p+1). 
3.1.2  Heat transfer inside the casting 
To evaluate the IHTC, the temperatures inside the casting, especially the surface 
temperatures need to be estimated.  Due to phase change of the casting, the heat source 
term related with the latent heat of solidification must be added to Equation 4-3. The heat 
transfer equation can be rewritten as Equation 4-11: 
(4-11) 
 
where 
(4-12) 
where l is the latent heat of fusion and fs is the solid fraction in the casting. Substitution 
of Equation 4-12 into Equation 4-11 led to the formation of Equation 4-13: 
(4-13) 
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The term ∂fs/∂T can be calculated at each step of the casting by its solidification curve. 
With the measured temperature data inside the step casting, the temperature profile on the 
surface of the step casting can be determined by applying Equations 4-6(a) through 4-6(c) 
given in the previous section. 
3.2  POLYNOMIAL CURVE FITTING METHOD 
Beneath the die surface, as Figure 4-5 shown, thermocouples were positioned at 
X1 = 2mm, X2 = 4mm, X3 = 6mm, and X4 = 8mm away from the die surface. From the 
temperature versus time curves obtained at each position inside the die, the temperature at 
the die surface(X0 = 0mm) can be extrapolated by using polynomial curve fitting method. 
 
Figure 4- 7. Polynomial curve with various measured temperatures at a time of 4.1 
seconds of solidification process.  
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After the completion of filling, by selecting a particular time of solidification 
process, for example t = 4.1 seconds, the values of temperatures were read from the 
temperature-time data at  position X1, X2, X3, and X4. Figure 4-7 shows the calculated 
temperatures against distance X which were fitted and extrapolated by a polynomial 
trendline. The temperature at the die surface(T0=308.43
0
C ,t=4.1s) was determined by 
substituting the value of X=0 in the polynomial curve fitting Equation 4-14 obtained from 
the temperature values at various distances inside the die at a chosen time of 4.1 seconds. 
(4-14) 
 
Figure 4- 8. Typical temperature versus time curves (Step 4, 30 MPa) at metal surface, 
die surface, and various positions inside the die. 
43.308495.161759.00635.0 23  xxxy
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          This procedure was repeated for a number of time increments to get series of such 
temperatures with corresponding times.  The extrapolated temperature curve versus time 
was drawn at die surface(X0 = 0mm) as “Die-surface-T0-polynomial” in Figure 4-8, 
which indicated the dynamic temperature change at the metal-die interface. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1  HEAT FLUX(Q) & IHTC(H) CURVES 
Figure 4-8 shows typical temperatures versus time curves at the metal-die 
interface of Step 4 for solidifying magnesium alloy AM60 and steel die respectively with 
an applied hydraulic pressure of 30 MPa. The following analysis was also based on this 
typical data at Step 4 with pressure 30 MPa. This information includes measurements of 
the casting surface temperature in addition to temperature measurements obtained at 
different depths under the die surface. Since molten metal filled the cavity from the 
bottom, pre-solidification occurred upon the completion of cavity filling. No die surface 
temperatures exceeded 340
0
C, and the highest temperature of the casting surface was 
532.97
0
C.  
Figure 4-9 shows the comparison of calculated temperatures at the die 
surface((T0) by the inverse method and the extrapolated fitting method. The curves 
obtained by these two methods are in relatively poor agreement and their deviation values 
ranges from 0.46 to 57
0
C, which was indicated by temperature difference(Inv-Poly) curve 
in Figure 4-9. The peak temperature value(321.61
0
C) obtained by extrapolated fitting 
method was found to be lower than that temperature(327.97
0
C) estimated by the inverse 
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method. Compared to inverse method, the temperature estimated by the extrapolated 
fitting method reached its peak point 1.8 second later.  
 
Figure 4- 9. Comparison of calculated temperature curve at the die surface by the inverse 
method and the extrapolated fitting method 
Inserting the estimated die surface temperature(T0) and the measured temperature 
at T1=2mm into Equation 4-6, the interfacial heat flux(q) was calculated. Figure 4-10 
shows the interfacial heat flux(q) and the heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) versus 
solidification time estimated by extrapolated fitting method and inverse method, based on 
the data in Figure 4-8. By extrapolated fitting method, the peak heat flux value was 
3.31E+05 W/m
2
, and the peak value of IHTC was 6450 W/ m
2
K.  By the inverse method, 
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the peak heat flux value was 7.38E+05 W/m
2
, and the peak value of IHTC was 6005 W/ 
m
2
K. From Figure 4-10, it can be observed that the heat flux and IHTC of inverse method 
curves reached to their peak value faster than those of extrapolated fitting method. The 
inverse method resulted in a high peak heat flux value and a low peak heat transfer 
coefficient compared with the extrapolated fitting method.  
 
Figure 4- 10. The interfacial heat flux(q) and the heat transfer coefficient (IHTC) curves 
estimated by extrapolated fitting method and inverse method 
4.2   ACCURACY VERIFICATION 
The accuracy of IHTC evaluation by the inverse method and extrapolated fitting 
method was analyzed based on the residual error between the evaluated temperatures and 
the actual measured temperatures at various locations. With the die surface temperature 
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and heat flux evaluated by two methods as a boundary condition, direct heat transfer 
modeling was applied to Equations 4-6(a) to 4-6(c) and recalculated the temperature 
distribution at different locations(X2 = 4mm, X3 = 6mm, X4 = 8mm) inside the die.  
 
Figure 4- 11. The residual error of temperatures evaluated by the inverse method at the 
position X1=2mm. 
From Figure 4-11, the residual error of temperatures evaluated by the inverse 
method was less than 0.2
0
C at the position X1 = 2mm. Since the extrapolated fitting 
method needs to take the measured temperature at X1 as the initial input data, the residual 
error could not be evaluated. 
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Figure 4- 12. The residual error between the evaluated temperatures and the actual 
measured temperatures at X2=4mm beneath the die surface.  
As shown in Figures 4-12 to 4-14, the residual error of temperature evaluated by 
the inverse method was below 7.4
0
C at the position X2=4mm, while that residual error 
achieved 14.9
0
C evaluated by the extrapolated fitting method. The residual error of 
temperature evaluated by the inverse method was less than 3.3
0
C at the position 
X3=6mm, and that residual error increased to 33.2
0
C when evaluated by the extrapolated 
fitting method. At the position X4=8mm, the residual error of temperature evaluated by 
the inverse method was below 0.7
0
C. But that residual error was as high as 55.2
0
C when 
the extrapolated fitting method was employed. 
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Figure 4- 13. The residual error between the evaluated temperatures and the actual 
measured temperatures at X3=6mm beneath the die surface. 
For the inverse method, the residual error of temperature at X1 and X4 was less 
than one degree, which indicates that the thermal history was estimated accurately by the 
inverse method. For the extrapolated fitting method, the residual error increased from 
14.9
0
C to 55.2
0
C with the depth below the die from 4mm to 8mm. Thereafter, the heat 
flux(q) and IHTC calculated by the extrapolated fitting method  could not accurately 
represent the actual heat transfer at the metal-die interface. 
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 Figure 4- 14. The residual error between the evaluated temperatures and the actual 
measured temperatures at X4=8mm beneath the die surface.  
 
Figure 4-15 shows that the heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) curves of 5 steps 
estimated by inverse method. For all steps, IHTC began with increasing stage and 
reached their peak value, then dropped gradually until the value became a low level. 
From steps 1, 2, 3, 4, to 5 with 30MPa pressure, the peak IHTC values varied from 
2807W/m
2
K, 2962W/m
2
K, 3874W/m
2
K, 6005W/m
2
K to 7195W/m
2
K, indicating that the 
closer contact between the casting and die surface at thicker steps.  Therefore, the wall 
thickness affected IHTC peak values significantly. The peak IHTC value decreased as the 
step became thinner.  For the steps 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, it took 4.1, 4.2, 4.7, 6.1, and 8.2 
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seconds to reach their peak values, respectively. Beside the different peak values, the 
time for IHTC to obtain the peak value during initial stage increased as the step became 
thicker. Thicker step spent longer time to reach its peak IHTC value and its IHTC curve 
dropped slower to a low level as well. 
 
Figure 4- 15. The heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) curves of 5 steps estimated by inverse 
method with applied pressure 30 MPa. 
Figure 4-16 shows the IHTC peak values at step 1 through 5 with applied pressure 
30, 60 and 90MPa. Similar characteristics of IHTC peak values can be observed at 30, 60 
and 90MPa applied pressures. With applied pressure 60MPa, the peak IHTC values at 
steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 (section thickness 3, 5, 8, 12, and 20 mm) varied from 4662 
W/m
2
K, 5001 W/m
2
K, 5629 W/m
2
K, 7871 W/m
2
K and 8306 W/m
2
K. With applied 
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pressure 90MPa, the peak IHTC values varied from 5623 W/m
2
K, 5878 W/m
2
K, 6783 
W/m
2
K, 9418 W/m
2
K and 10649 W/m
2
K.  With the applied pressure increased, the IHTC 
peak value of each step was increased accordingly.  It can be observed that the peak 
IHTC value and heat flux increased as the step became thick. The large difference in 
temperatures between the melt and the die with thick cavity section as well as relatively 
high localized pressure should be responsible for the high peak IHTC values observed at 
the thick steps. 
 
Figure 4- 16. The peak IHTC values of 5 steps estimated by inverse method with applied 
pressure 30, 60 and 90MPa. 
 
 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
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The heat flux and IHTC at metal-die interface in squeeze casting were 
successfully determined based on the numerical inverse method and extrapolated fitting 
method.  
For the inverse method, a solution algorithm has been developed based on the 
function specification method to solve the inverse heat conduction equations.   
The IHTC curve increased and reached its peak value, then dropped gradually. 
For applied pressure 30MPa, the peak IHTC values at steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 (section 
thickness 3, 5, 8, 12, and 20 mm) varied from 2807W/m
2
K, 2962W/m
2
K, 3874W/m
2
K, 
6005W/m
2
K to 7195W/m
2
K. With applied pressure 60MPa, the peak IHTC values varied 
from 4662 W/m
2
K, 5001 W/m
2
K, 5629 W/m
2
K, 7871 W/m
2
K and 8306W/m
2
K. With 
applied pressure 90MPa, the peak IHTC values varied from 5623 W/m
2
K, 5878 W/m
2
K, 
6783 W/m
2
K, 9418 W/m
2
K and 10649W/m
2
K. The peak IHTC value decreased as the 
step became thinner. With the applied pressure increased, the IHTC peak value of each 
step was increased accordingly. 
For the steps 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, it took 4.1, 4.2, 4.7, 6.1, and 8.2 seconds to reach 
their peak values, respectively. Beside the different peak values, the time for IHTC to 
obtain the peak value during initial stage increased as the step became thicker.   
To verify estimation results, temperature distribution inside the die was 
recalculated by the direct modeling based on the estimated heat flux(q). After comparison 
with experimental data, the result showed that the heat flux and IHTC evaluated by the 
inverse method were more accurately than those of the extrapolated fitting method.   
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CHAPTER 5 
SECTION THICKNESS-DEPENDANT INTERFACIAL HEAT 
TRANSFER IN SQUEEZE CASTING OF ALUMINUM ALLOY A443 
 
1.INTRODUCTION 
 The heat transfer coefficient at casting-die interface is the most important factor 
influencing the solidification process. The accuracy of a solidification simulation depends 
on the precise determination of interfacial heat transfer coefficients between the casting 
and die. The complexity of heat transfer in solidification of a casting is often present at 
the casting/mold interface. Modeling of the interfacial heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) is 
very challenging due to a number of factors, such as air gap, casting geometry, alloy 
characteristics, mold material, coating, preheat temperature, and other process 
parameters. During the squeeze casting process, the applied pressures, mold conditions, 
alloy characteristics and processing parameters are considered to influence the IHTC 
strongly at the casting/mold interface[1]. Compared to other conventional casting 
processes, the most attractive features of squeeze casting are slow filling velocities and 
the pressurized solidification. Before the solid fraction of the casting becomes high 
enough, the applied high pressure squeezes liquid metal into the air or shrinkage 
porosities effectively. Therefore, squeeze casting can make castings virtually free of 
porosity and usually have excellent as-cast quality, and are heat treatable, which is 
difficult to achieve with other conventional high pressure casting processes[2].  
Cho and Hong[3] used aluminum alloy Al-4.5%Cu to measure IHTC for a 
squeeze casting process. They reported IHTC values of about 1000 W/m
2
K prior to 
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pressurization which rapidly increased to around 4700 W/m2K at a pressure of about 
50MPa for a cylindrical casting in a steel mold. Krishnan and Sharma[4] measured IHTC 
between a cast iron chill and aluminum alloy Al-11.5%Si. The inverse method was 
applied on both sides of the interface. Their work yielded a time-dependent IHTC which 
varied over a range of 200 to 2000 W/m
2
K. Reasonable agreement was found between 
their results and IHTC values obtained from previous air gap measurements. Krishna[5] 
simulated the IHTC for an indirect squeeze casting process for aluminum alloy A356. 
They computed temperature histories in the die and casting with varied IHTC values and 
corrected IHTC by minimizing the errors between measured and calculated values. The 
IHTC estimated values were found to be close to those observed by Cho and Hong[3]. 
The authors concluded that there was a critical value of squeeze pressure beyond which 
the heat transfer was not significantly improved. Chattopadhyay[6] simulated the squeeze 
casting process numerically on A-356 with variable heat transfer coefficient, and used 
heat transfer coefficient values 20,000 to 40,000 W/m
2
K for applied pressures of 25-100 
MPa, respectively, and suggested that pressures of up to 60-100MPa were optimal for the 
squeeze casting process. 
Netto[7] found the IHTC values ranged from 700 to 5000 W/m
2
K during 
horizontal strip continuous casting experiments using aluminum alloys. The various 
coatings roughness and thermoconductivity were contributed to the wide range of IHTC 
values reported. The heat transfer coefficient was found to increase with initial superheat, 
thickness of strip and smoother coatings. Kim[8] conducted experiments of pure 
aluminum cast into a cylindrical copper mold to determine the effects of coating and 
superheat on the IHTC. While the cast alloy was liquid, the IHTC was influenced by 
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mold surface roughness, the wettability of the alloy on the mold, and the physical 
properties of the coating layer. Attributed to the abrupt surface deformation of the 
casting, an IHTC drop was observed at the onset of solidification. The air gap and the 
direct contact between the casting and mold account for the IHTC. The authors claim that 
when the cast metal is in the solid phase the IHTC is not affected by the type or thickness 
of the mold coating and that it only depends on the thermal conductivity and thickness of 
the air gap. 
However, studies of IHTC dependence on cross section thicknesses of aluminum 
squeeze castings are limited. In the present work, a special 5-step indirect squeeze casting 
was designed, in which different cross section thicknesses(2, 6, 8, 10, 20 mm) were 
included. Based on temperature measurements at each step, an inverse method was 
employed to numerically determine casting section thickness-dependant IHTCs. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
The 5-step shape casting was used during the experiment. Figure 5-1 (a) shows 
the 3-D model of 5-step casting, which consists of 5 steps(from top to bottom designated 
as steps 1 to 5) with dimensions of 100x30x2mm, 100x30x6mm, 100x30x8mm, 
100x30x10mm, 100x30x20mm accordingly. The molten metal was filled the cavity from 
the bottom cylindrical shape sleeve with diameter 100 mm. A real 5-step squeeze casting 
solidified under 60MPa is given in Figure 5-1(b). 
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(a)                                                                        (b) 
Figure 5- 1. (a) The isometric view of 5-step casting 3-D model with the round-shape 
gating system. (b) 5-step casting solidifying under applied pressure 60 MPa. 
The upper die(left and right parts) mounted on the top ceiling of the press 
machine. To measure the temperatures at the casting-die interface accurately, a special 
thermocouple holder was developed. The thermocouple holders were manufactured using 
the same material P20 as the die to ensure that the heat transfer process would not be 
distorted. The temperatures inside the die and casting were measured by Omega KTSS-
116U-24 thermocouples with response time below 10 ms.  Real-time temperature data 
were recorded by a LabVIEW- based data acquisition system.  The detailed installation 
procedure and accuracy verification of the thermocouples installed inside the die and at 
casting surface were described in reference 9. 
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The integrated casting system consisted of a 75-ton laboratory hydraulic press, a 
two halves split upper die forming a 5-step cavity, one cylindrical sleeve lower die, an 
electric resistance furnace and a data acquisition system. Commercial aluminum alloy 
A443 was used in experiment with chemical composition (5.29%Si-0.11%Ti-0.1%Fe-
balanceAl).  Before metal pouring, the dies were pre-heated to 210
0
C by four heating 
cartridges installed inside the dies. The casting  procedure included pouring melt into the 
bottom sleeve at 720
0
C, closing the dies, filling cavity, holding the applied pressure for 
180 seconds, lowering the sleeve lower die,  splitting the two parts of the upper die for 
casting ejection. Finally, the 5-step casting was shaken out from the cavity.  
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
Figure 2 shows typical temperatures versus time curves at the metal-die interface 
of Step 4 for solidifying aluminum A443 and inside the steel die with an applied 
hydraulic pressure of 60 MPa. The results include the measured temperatures of casting 
surface and temperature measurements obtained at different depths underneath the die 
surface(T1-2mm, T4-8mm). Since molten metal filled the cavity from the bottom, pre-
solidification occurred upon the completion of cavity filling. No die surface temperatures 
exceeded 380
0
C, and the highest temperature of the casting surface was 541.7
0
C.  
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Figure 5- 2. Typical temperature versus time curves (Step 4, 60 MPa) at metal surface, 
die surface, and various positions inside the die; The interfacial heat flux(q) 
and the heat transfer coefficient (IHTC) curves estimated by inverse 
method(Step 4, 60 MPa). 
The die surface temperature(T0) and the heat flux(q) transferred at the interface 
between the molten metal and die were determined by the inverse method, which 
references 2 and 9 discussed in detail.  Figure 5-2 shows the estimated result of the 
interfacial heat flux(q) and the heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) versus time.  The peak 
heat flux value was 9.01E+05 W/m
2
, and the peak value of IHTC was 8125 W/ m
2
K.  It 
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can be observed that the heat flux and IHTC curves reached to their peak value promptly 
and then dropped gradually until their values dropped to a low level, respectively.  
 
Figure 5- 3. Interfacial heat transfer coefficients(IHTC) curves of all steps under the 
applied pressure of 60MPa. 
Figure 5-3 shows that the heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) curves of 5 steps 
determined by inverse method under applied pressure 60MPa. For all the steps, IHTCs 
began with an increasing stage and reached their peak value, then dropped gradually until 
the value became relative low level. From steps 1, 2, 3, 4, to 5 with 60MPa pressure, the 
peak IHTC values varied from 5629W/m
2
K, 6037W/m
2
K, 6351W/m
2
K, 8125W/m
2
K to 
9419W/m
2
K, indicating that the closer contact between the casting and die surface at 
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thicker steps.  Therefore, the section thickness affected IHTC peak values significantly. 
The peak IHTC value increased as the step became thicker. This effect can be associated 
to greater local pressure application experienced at the thicker step. For the steps 1, 2, 3, 
4 and 5, it took 4.2, 7.9, 9.3, 12.1, and 16.8 seconds to reach their peak values, 
respectively. Besides the different peak values, the time for IHTC to obtain the peak 
value during the initial stage increased as the step became thicker. The thicker steps 
needed relatively long time to reach the high peak IHTC values since additional time was 
required for pressure transfer. 
 
Figure 5- 4. Peak IHTC values and local pressure peak values varying with   different 
cross section thicknesses of the 5-step casting. 
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The in-cavity local pressures at the interface of step casting and die were 
measured using the Kistler pressure transducers which were conducted calibration before 
the experiment.  Upon the completion of the cavity filling, the local pressure increased 
abruptly to reach its peak value, then decreased gradually until the pressure-transfer path 
died out. 
As Figure 5-4 was shown, the peak IHTC values and the local in-cavity pressure 
peak values at the casting-die interface were varied with different section thickness of 
steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 under the applied pressure of 60MPa.  As section thickness varied 
from 2 mm to 20 mm, the peak IHTC values increased from 5629 W/m2K to 9419 
W/m2K, accordingly. With different casting section thicknesses 2, 6, 8, 10, and 20 mm, 
the local pressure peak values measured at the casting-die interface were 4.3, 6.6, 13.2, 
23.2, and 35.3MPa, respectively. 
The pressure difference between the instantaneous experimental measurements 
and the hydraulic applied pressures was a pressure loss(Ploss=(P-Plocal)/P). When the 
melt filled the 5 steps cavity from the bottom sleeve with the hydraulic pressure 60MPa, 
the pressure loss at the casting-die interface was 41.2%, 61.3%, 78%, 89%, and 92.8% 
from the lowest thick step 5 to the uppermost step thin step 1, accordingly. A large 
percentage of the pressure loss occurred at a relatively upper thin steps compared to 
lower thick steps.  The pressure loss rose significantly as the section thickness decreased 
since the pressure-transfer path inside the casting shrank quickly as the melt travelled to 
the upper thin steps.  
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Figure 5- 5. Peak IHTC values of 5 step-casting A443 with applied pressure 30, 60, and 
90MPa. 
As Figure 5-5 shown, with increasing the applied pressures, the IHTC peak value 
of each step was increased accordingly. Peak IHTC value increased as the step became 
thick. The section thickness affected IHTC peak values significantly. The large difference 
in temperatures between the melt and the die with thick cavity section as well as 
relatively high localized pressure should be responsible for the high peak IHTC values 
observed at the thick steps. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. Experimental investigation on 5-step castings of aluminum alloy A443 with 
different section thicknesses (2, 6, 8, 10, 20 mm) was conducted under the 
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hydraulic pressure of 60 MPa. The heat fluxes and IHTCs determined by 
inverse method reached to their peak values promptly and then dropped 
gradually to a low level.  
2. From steps 1, 2, 3, 4, to 5, the peak IHTC values varied from 5629W/m2K, 
6037W/m
2
K, 6351W/m
2
K, 8125W/m
2
K to 9419W/m
2
K, indicating that the 
closer contact between the casting and die surface at thicker steps. The time 
for IHTC to obtain the peak value during the initial stage increased as the step 
became thicker. The thicker steps needed relatively long time to reach the 
high peak IHTC values since additional time was required for pressure 
transfer. 
3. The pressure loss rose significantly as the section thickness decreased since 
the pressure-transfer path inside the casting shrank quickly as the melt 
travelled to the upper thin steps. 
4. The section thickness affected IHTC peak values significantly. The large 
difference in temperatures between the melt and the die with thick cavity 
section as well as relatively high localized pressure should be responsible for 
the high peak IHTC values observed at the thick steps. 
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CHAPTER 6 
EFFECTS OF LOCAL PRESSURE AND WALL-THICKNESS ON 
INTERFACIAL HEAT TRANSFER IN SQUEEZE CASTING OF 
MAGNESIUM ALLOY AM60 
 
1.INTRODUCTION  
The mechanical properties of magnesium castings are strongly dependent on 
the heat extraction rates that occur during solidification. The heat transfer coefficient 
for high pressure die casting(HPDC) can be expected to be much higher than that for 
gravity permanent mold casting process. Compared to other conventional casting 
processes, the most attractive features of squeeze casting are slow filling velocities and 
the pressurized solidification. Before the solid fraction of the casting becomes high 
enough, the applied pressure squeezes liquid metal into the air or shrinkage porosities 
effectively. Therefore, squeeze casting can make castings virtually free of porosity and 
usually have excellent as-cast quality, and are heat treatable, which is difficult to 
achieve with high pressure casting processes.  
The accuracy of a solidification simulation depends on the accuracy of the heat 
transfer modeling. The critical portion of heat transfer in the casting is that at the 
metal/mold interface. Modeling of the interfacial heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) is 
very challenging due to a number of factors, such as air gap, casting geometry, alloy 
characteristics, mold material, coating, preheat temperature, and other process 
parameters. For the squeeze casting process, the applied hydraulic and local pressures, 
pouring temperatures, and die initial temperatures, are believed to be strongly 
influence the pressure-transfer behavior inside the casting[1]. In various casting 
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processes, the contact between the liquid metal and mould is imperfect because of 
coating applied on the die surface and air gap caused by shrinkage. These thermal 
barriers may decrease the heat transfer between metal and die and cooling rates of the 
casting surface, which influences microstructure and quality of the casting 
significantly. Hence, precise determination of heat transfer coefficients at the metal-
mold interface is essential to accurately simulate solidification process. 
The interfacial heat transfer depends on actual contact situation between the 
rough surface of the mold and the casting. In the case of relatively low melting 
temperature light alloys, the mechanism of heat transfer would be by conduction 
through the points of interfacial contact, and by conduction through the interfacial gas 
in the regions between the contact points. Radiation would not be expected to be a 
significant heat transfer mechanism in the case of Al or Mg alloys[2]. 
The effect of many casting parameters on the interfacial heat transfer 
coefficient have been studied experimentally. Browne and O‟Mahoney[3] examined 
the effect of alloy freezing range and head height during solidification of an aluminum 
alloy in investment casting. Ferreira[4,5] analyzed the effect of alloy composition, 
melt superheat, mould material, mould roughness, mould coatings, and mould initial 
temperature distribution on the interfacial heat transfer coefficient. Arunkumar[6] 
examined two-dimensional heat transfer in gravity die casting, and studied how the 
initial nonuniform temperature field that typically results after filling of the mould 
caused the distribution of heat flux and initiation of air-gap formation around a 
casting-mould interface nonuniformly.  
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Other researchers aimed at examining the effect of increased pressure on 
interfacial heat transfer. Meneghini[7] concluded that increased metal head height 
increased the interfacial heat transfer coefficient and delayed the onset of air-gap 
formation during gravity aluminum alloy die casting. Chattopadhyay[8] simulated the 
squeeze casting process numerically on A-356 with variable heat transfer coefficient, 
and used heat transfer coefficient values 20,000 to 40,000 W/m2K for applied 
pressures of 25-100 MPa, respectively, and suggested that pressures of up to 60-
100MPa were optimal for the squeeze casting process. Aweda[9] found only a 
small(14%) increase in interfacial heat transfer coefficient on pure aluminum with 
applied pressure 86MPa. Guo[10] found that heat transfer coefficient initially reached 
a maximum value of about 10,000 to 20,000 W/m
2
K on ADC12 aluminum alloy with 
2 to 14mm section thickness, followed by a rapid decline to low values of about a few 
hundred W/m
2
K. In the case of high pressure die casting of Mg alloy(AM50) in H13 
tool steel dies, an initial peak heat transfer coefficient value reached 12,000 W/m
2
K, 
then decreased to less than 1,000 W/m
2
K over 7 seconds. Dour[11] measured the 
interfacial heat transfer coefficient values of 45,000-60,000 W/m
2
K on Al-12%Si alloy 
within the 33-90MPa pressure range, but observed that the pressure variation did not 
have a significant impact on the heat transfer. A “saturation effect” where increased 
pressure did not lead to increased heat transfer, was suggested to occur above 5MPa 
local in-cavity pressure at the interface of H13 die and aluminum alloy. Hamasaiid[12] 
and Dargusch[13] reported the peak heat transfer coefficient value of 90,000-112,000 
W/m
2
K during the HPDC of magnesium alloy AZ91D with section thickness 2-5mm, 
declining to low values within 2 seconds. In high pressure die casting(HPDC) the 
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typical behavior of the heat transfer coefficient is to increase to a peak value, then 
followed by a rapid decline. This may be explained by increasing solidification and 
fraction solid in the mould cavity causing a reduction in the pressure transmitted from 
the piston to the casting-mould interface. 
Although the IHTC has been studied extensively by many researchers for 
magnesium alloys, these studies only focused on castings with simple geometries. 
Little attention has been paid to variation of casting thicknesses and hydraulic 
pressures. Actually, in the die casting practice, the different thicknesses at different 
locations of castings results in significant variation of the local heat transfer 
coefficients. Therefore, it is essential to investigate the influence of casting thickness, 
pressure levels, and process parameters on the IHTC.  In this study, a special 5-step 
squeeze casting was designed for numerical determination of casting thickness-
dependant IHTCs. The temperature measuring units to hold multiple thermocouples 
simultaneously and the pressure transducers were employed to accurately measure the 
temperatures and the local pressures during squeeze casting of magnesium alloy 
AM60. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
Figure 4-1 shows the 3-D model of 5-step casting, Figure 4-2 illustrates 
schematically the configuration of the upper die(left and right parts) mounted on the top 
ceiling of the press machine. It also reveals the geometric installation of pressure 
transducers and thermocouple holders.  The detailed information was provided in Chapter 
4. 
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The experiments were designed to measure both in-cavity local pressure and heat 
flux simutenously at the die-casting interface of each step. As shown in Figure 4-2, 
pressure transducers and temperature thermocouples were located opposite each other so 
that measurements from sensors could be directly correlated due to the symmetry of the 
step casting. Five pressure transducers and temperature measuring unit were designated 
as PT1 through PT5, TS1 through TS5, respectively. Each unit was inserted into the die 
and adjusted until the front wall of the sensor approached the cavity surface. The 
geometry shape of thermocouples holders was purposely designed the same as the 
pressure transducer, so that they could be exchangeable at different locations. The 
detailed installation procedure and accuracy verification of the thermocouples installed 
inside the die and at casting surface were described in reference 14.  
Before the pouring, the dies were pre-heated to 210
0
C by four heating cartridges 
installed inside the dies. The casting  procedure included pouring molten magnesium 
alloy AM60 into the bottom sleeve at  720
0
C, closing the dies, filling cavity, holding the 
applied pressure for 180 seconds, lowering the sleeve lower die,  splitting the two parts of 
the upper die. Finally the 5-step casting can be shaken out from the cavity.   
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 6-1 shows typical temperatures versus time curves at the metal-die 
interface of Step 4 for solidifying magnesium alloy AM60 and inside the steel die with an 
applied hydraulic pressure of 30 MPa. The results  include the measured temperature of 
casting surface and temperature measurements obtained at different depths underneath  
the die surface(T1-2mm, T2-4mm, and T4-8mm). Since molten metal filled the cavity 
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from the bottom, pre-solidification occurred upon the completion of cavity filling. No die 
surface temperatures exceeded 340
0
C, and the highest temperature of the casting surface 
was 532.97
0
C.  
 
Figure 6- 1.  Typical temperature versus time curves (Step 4, 30 MPa) at metal surface, 
die surface, and various positions inside the die; The interfacial heat flux(q) 
and the heat transfer coefficient (IHTC) curves estimated by inverse 
method(Step 4, 30 MPa). 
The die surface temperature(T0) and the heat flux(q) transferred at the interface 
between the molten metal and die were determined by the inverse method, which 
reference 14 discussed in detail.  Figure 6-1 shows the estimated result of the interfacial 
heat flux(q) and the heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) versus solidification time.  The peak 
heat flux value was 7.38E+05 W/m
2
, and the peak value of IHTC was 6005 W/ m
2
K. It 
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can be observed that the heat flux and IHTC curves reached to their peak value promptly 
and then dropped gradually until their values dropped to a low level, respectively. 
 
Figure 6- 2. Typical local pressure distributions and IHTC curve at the casting-die 
interface of step 4 under the applied hydraulic pressures of 30, 60, 90MPa. 
The in-cavity local pressures at the interface of step casting and die were 
measured using the Kistler pressure transducers of which calibration was conducted 
before the experiment.  Figure 6-2 shows the local pressure distributions at the casting-
die interface of step 4 under the applied hydraulic pressures of 30, 60, 90MPa. Upon the 
completion of the cavity filling, the local pressure increased abruptly to reach its peak 
value, then decreased gradually until the pressure-transfer path died out. For the hydraulic 
pressures of 30, 60, and 90MPa, the local pressure peak value were 12.1, 21.7, and 
35.2MPa, respectively.  With the applied hydraulic pressure increased from 30 to 90MPa, 
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the IHTC peak value of step4 was increased from 6005 to 9418 W/m
2
K, accordingly. 
This effect can be associated to greater local pressure application experienced for higher 
applied hydraulic pressure. 
Under the applied hydraulic pressure of 30MPa, the pressure-transfer path inside 
the casting shrank quickly(9.1 s) as the solidification proceeded. The pressure-transfer 
path existed longer(14.6 s) when the applied hydraulic pressure increased to 90MPa, 
indicating that a good heat transfer condition can be achieved. From the hydraulic 
pressure 30 to 90MPa, the local pressure peak value at step 5 casting-die interface was 
varied from 20 to 50MPa. 
 
Figure 6- 3. Typical effects of applied pressures on the heat transfer coefficients with 
casting surface ttemperature at the step 4. 
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Figure 6-3 shows the variation of interfacial heat transfer coefficients as a 
function of casting surface solidifying temperature at the step 4 under applied hydraulic 
pressures 30, 60, and 90MPa.  It can be observed that the interfacial heat transfer 
coefficients values increased gradually after the cavity filled. When the maximum IHTC 
values reached at different casting surface temperatures under various applied pressures, 
the IHTC values decreased to a low value level.  For the applied pressures 30, 60, and 
90MPa, the peak IHTC values(6005, 7871, and 9418 W/m
2
K) were found at 392, 353, 
and 304
0
C, respectively. As the applied pressure was relatively small(30MPa), the peak 
value of the IHTC was low(6005W/m
2
K) and appeared at a high die surface 
temperature(392
0
C). However, under the high applied pressure(90MPa), the peak value 
of the IHTC was increased to 9418 W/m
2
K and occurred at a low die surface 
temperature(304
0
C). This observation should be attributed to the presence of long 
pressure transfer path as the high pressure was applied. 
Figure 6-4 shows that the heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) curves of 5 steps 
determined by inverse method under applied pressure 30MPa. For all the steps, IHTC 
began with increasing stage and reached their peak value, then dropped gradually until 
the value became a low level. From steps 1, 2, 3, 4, to 5 with 30MPa pressure, the peak 
IHTC values varied from 2807W/m2K, 2962W/m2K, 3874W/m2K, 6005W/m2K to 
7195W/m2K, indicating that the closer contact between the casting and die surface at 
thicker steps.  Therefore, the wall thickness affected IHTC peak values significantly. The 
peak IHTC value increased as the step became thicker. This effect can be associated to 
greater local pressure application experienced at the thicker step.      
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Figure 6- 4. Interfacial heat transfer coefficients(IHTC) curves of 5 steps under the 
applied pressure of 30MPa. 
For the steps 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, it took 4.1, 4.2, 4.7, 6.1, and 8.2 seconds to reach 
their peak values, respectively. Besides the different peak values, the time for IHTC to 
obtain the peak value during the initial stage increased as the step became thicker. The 
thicker steps needed relatively long time to reach the high peak IHTC values since 
additional time was required for pressure transfer. 
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Figure 6- 5. The peak IHTC values of 5 steps estimated by inverse method with applied 
pressure 30, 60 and 90MPa. 
Figure 6-5 shows the IHTC peak values at step 1 through 5 with applied pressure 
30, 60 and 90MPa. Similar characteristics of IHTC peak values can be observed at 30, 60 
and 90MPa applied pressures. With applied pressure 60MPa, the peak IHTC values at 
steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 varied from 4662 W/m
2
K, 5001 W/m
2
K, 5629 W/m
2
K, 7871 
W/m
2
K and 8306 W/m
2
K. With applied pressure 90MPa, the peak IHTC values varied 
from 5623 W/m
2
K, 5878 W/m
2
K, 6783 W/m
2
K, 9418 W/m
2
K and 10649 W/m
2
K.   
With increasing the applied hydraulic pressures, the IHTC peak value of each step 
was increased accordingly. This results from exertion of larger pressures locally at each 
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step as the high hydraulic pressure applied. The wall thickness affected IHTC peak values 
significantly.  It also can be observed that the peak IHTC value and heat flux increased as 
the step became thick. The large difference in temperatures between the melt and the die 
with thick cavity section as well as relatively high localized pressure should be 
responsible for the high peak IHTC values observed at the thick steps. 
From the above interfacial heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) curves obtained with 
temperatures and pressures, the peak IHTC value(h) empirical equation as a function of  
local pressures and solidification temperatures can be derived for all steps by multivariate 
linear and polynomial regression.  
For the step 5 with thickness 20mm, 
 
For the step 4 with thickness 12mm, 
 
For the step 3 with thickness 8mm, 
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For the step 2 with thickness 5mm, 
 
For the step 1 with thickness 3mm, 
 
where P is the local pressure with the range from 0MPa to 50MPa(hydraulic pressure 
from 0MPa to 90MPa), T is the solidification temperatures with the range from 0
0
C to 
540
0
C, and the correlation coefficient R varies from 0.85 to 0.95.  
Figure 6-6 to Figure 6-10 displays three-dimensional(3-D) curve planes for the 
purpose of demonstrating the combining effect of the local pressures and solidification 
temperatures on IHTC values (h), which are predicted by the above empirical equations. 
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Figure 6- 6.  IHTC curve plane of Step 5 as a function of the local pressures and 
solidification temperature. 
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Figure 6- 7.  IHTC curve plane of Step 4 as a function of the local pressures and 
solidification temperature. 
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Figure 6- 8. IHTC curve plane of Step 3 as a function of the local pressures and 
solidification temperature. 
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Figure 6- 9.  IHTC curve plane of Step 2 as a function of the local pressures and 
solidification temperature. 
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Figure 6- 10. IHTC curve plane of Step 1 as a function of the local pressures and 
solidification temperature. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The 5 step casting of magnesium alloy AM60 with different wall-thicknesses (3, 
5, 8, 12, 20 mm) were prepared under various hydraulic pressures(30, 60, and 90 
MPa) using indirect squeeze casting process. The IHTC versus time and 
temperature curves have been successfully determined by the inverse method. The 
heat flux and IHTC reached to their peak values promptly and then dropped 
gradually to a low level.  
2. The in-cavity local pressures at the interface of step casting and die rose abruptly 
to its peak value, then decreased gradually until the pressure-transfer path died 
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out. The pressure-transfer path extended longer as the applied hydraulic pressure 
increased. 
3. As the applied hydraulic pressure increased, the high IHTC peak value of each 
step was obtained accordingly.  This effect can be attributed to the exertion of 
greater pressure locally at each step for higher applied hydraulic pressure. 
4. The casting wall thickness affected IHTC peak values significantly. The peak 
IHTC values and heat fluxes increased as the steps became thick. The large 
difference in temperatures between the melt and the die with thick cavity sections 
as well as relatively high localized pressure should be responsible for the high 
peak IHTC values observed at the thick steps. 
5. The empirical equations of all steps relating IHTC to the local pressures and 
solidification temperature at the casting surface were developed. 
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CHAPTER 7 
VERIFICATION OF IHTCS DETERMINED BY THE INVERSE 
METHOD 
 
The inverse modeling method developed in this study was aimed to determine the 
interfacial heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) precisely. In this Chapter, by applying the 
identified IHTC values presented in Chapters 4-6[1, 2, 3], the accuracy of the inverse 
method is verified through the comparison between numerical predictions and 
experimental results. MAGMAsoft, the most popular casting simulation software, was 
employed as the simulation tool and the Step 5 is taken as an example to conduct the 
verification. 
As per the configuration of the dies mentioned at Chapter 3, the thermocouples 
installed inside mould of the 5-step squeeze casting were type K with 1/16 inch diameter, 
stainless steel sheath, ungrounded junction, and 24 inch sheath length. To measure the 
temperature at the center of Step 5, a thermocouple was inserted into the cavity through 
the center hole of the temperature measuring unit of Step 5.  
1. CASTING PARAMETER SPECIFICATION 
Before the simulation was performed, casting process parameters were defined, 
including the thermophysical properties of the casting and mould material and their initial 
temperature conditions. The heat transfer coefficients also had to be input as the 
boundary condition for the casting configuration.  Specifications for the filling and 
solidification processes included the filling time or pouring rate, the filling direction, the 
feeding effectivity, criterion temperatures and the solver types.  The feeding effectivity 
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defined the maximum ratio of the volume available for feeding and the actual volume of 
the top chill vent. The filling time was determined based on the casting size and the 
hydraulic plunger moving speed. The fill direction indicates the flow of metal into the 
mold and is defined here in the positive Z direction to match the orientation of the 
squeeze casting system. The filling and solidification simulation parameters used in this 
study are listed in Tables 7-1 and 7-2[4,5]. 
                                 Table 7- 1. Parameters for filling simulation 
Filling Definition 
Parameter Value 
Solver Solver 5 
Filling Depends on Time 
Filling Time 1.8 s 
Storing Data 10% increments of % Filled 
Fill Direction-X 0 
Fill Direction-Y 0 
Fill Direction-Z +1 
 
Simulation of the mold filling and solidification process required geometrical 
models of the casting, the gating system and the mould. The preprocessor module of 
simulation software then read the STL files as geometry. After the establishment of the 
full casting models, the whole geometry was enmeshed automatically with about 200,000 
elements using Solver 5.  
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                               Table 7- 2. Parameters for solidification simulation  
Solidification Definition 
Parameter Value 
Temperature from Filling Yes 
Solver Solver 5 
Stop Simulation Automatic 
Stop Value 433C 
Calculate Feeding Yes 
Feeding Effectivity 70% 
Criterion Temperature 1# 451.6C 
Criterion Temperature 2# 621.0C 
Storing Data 
10% increments of % 
Solidified  
 
Then, the three different Heat Transfer Coefficient(HTC) were defined according 
to the MAGMASoft database[4], Yu‟s research[6] , and the current work. The 
thermophysical properties of the magnesium alloy AM60 and aluminum alloy A443 was 
selected from the database of simulation software.  The initial and boundary conditions 
for simulation are listed in Table 7-3. 
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                        Table 7- 3. Initial and boundary conditions for simulation 
1 
Material definitions  
(Initial Temperature) [
0
C ] 
   
Cast Alloy (AM60) 
Cast Alloy (A443) 
   
 
620 
 
  Mould (HPDC) 210 
2 
Boundary definitions  
(Heat Transfer Coefficient) 
[W/ m
2
 K] 
  Casting – Mould 
(1)C7000 
(2) Yu‟s Curve 
(3) IM curve 
3 
Filling definitions 
(pouring time) (s) 
  Use solver 5 
   
1.8 
 
 
Once the meshed geometries and the necessary process parameters were 
established, the actual filling and solidification simulations were carried out. The type of 
numerical calculations employed was based on the algorithm (Solver) type chosen. 
Solver  5 was selected for speed and accuracy. 
 
2. COMPARISON OFCOOLING CURVES MAGNESIUM ALLOY AM60   
Figure 7-1 presents typical magnesium alloy AM60 experimental results of 
temperature measurements while the 5-step casting was squeezed under an applied 
pressure of 60 MPa with a melt temperature of 620 
0
C and a die temperature of 210 
0
C. 
The temperature history at the center of the fifth step of the 5-step casting is represented 
in Figure 7-1.  
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Figure 7- 1. A typical experimental cooling curve at the center of Step 5 (AM60) under 
an applied pressure of 60 MPa.  
During experiments, after the commencement of the process, the temperature 
increase at the center of Step 5 was recorded by the first segment of cooling curve till the 
melt was filled into cavity. Before the filling was completed, the center of the casting as 
the last solidification area was cooled at a slower rate than its outer portion. The highest 
temperature of 614.8 
0
C just around the liquidus temperature (615
0
C) at the center was 
able to maintain at the liquidus solidus mush state and then dropped quickly[5]. This 
observation indicates that pre-solidification occurred in the 5-step casting adjacent to the 
casting/die interface during filling. As solidification time further increased, the 
temperature at the center of Step 5 decreased toward the solidus temperature within 6 
seconds and the temperature decreased below 300
0
C after 60 second. 
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To compare the simulation prediction with the experimental data, MAGMASoft 
was employed to conduct the simulation. For the verification of the identified IHTC, the 
temperature distribution was calculated by feeding the different IHTC into the 
MAGMASoft with the same materials and process parameters, and then compared to the 
measured temperatures at the corresponding location. 
Three different heat transfer coefficient(HTC) values were applied to the 
prediction calculation: (1) a constant of C7000 from MAGMASoft database[4]; (2) the 
heat transfer coefficient calculated from Alfred Yu[6]‟s research; (3) the heat transfer 
coefficients calculated by the inverse method presented in Chapters 4 and 6[1,3].  Figure 
7-2 shows the temperature distribution inside the 5-step casting simulated with the input 
of three selected different HTC values when 80% volume of the casting was solidified. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
 
(c) 
 
Figure 7- 2   Temperature distribution inside the 5-step casting (80% solidified) of AM60 
simulated with the input of HTC, (a) C7000, (b) Yu‟s research and (c) the 
Inverse Method. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7- 3  Comparison of the experimental and computational cooling curves at the 
center of Step 5(AM60) under an applied pressure of 60MPa, (a) the entire 
cooling period, and (b) the enlarged solidification region. 
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As shown in Figure 7-3, the green curve presents the computed results by 
applying the constant HTC C7000 from the MAGMASoft database. It appeared that, an 
underestimation of the HTC (7000 W/m
2
K) occurred at the early stage of the 
solidification process since the computed temperatures were quite higher than the 
experimental measurements. As the solidification proceeded after 11 seconds, however, 
the measured temperature history moved upward and stayed above the numerical 
prediction. The input of 7000 W/m
2
 K seemed to be overestimated. 
 
             Figure 7- 4  Yu‟s IHTC data applied to MAGMASoft simulation (AM60). 
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Figure 7-4 shows the IHTC curve of Yu‟s research data[6] applied in 
MAGMASoft when calculate the solidification temperature at the center of Step 5. The 
blue curve was predicted by applying Yu‟s research data. It can be observed that a small 
deviation between the prediction and experimental data. The simulation was improved by 
Alfred Yu‟s research data over the adoption of a simple constant (7000 W/m2 K).  But, 
the underestimation and overshooting of the HTC also took place at the early and later 
stages of the solidification process, respectively.  
 
Figure 7- 5   IHTC derived from the inverse method data applied to MAGMASoft 
simulation (AM60). 
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Figure 7-5 shows the IHTC curve data applied in MAGMASoft when calculate 
the solidification temperature at the center of Step 5. All the IHTC data were derived 
from Chapter 4 by the inverse method. The purple curve in Figure 7-3 represents the 
simulated temperatures by applying the inverse method and the HTC data from Chapter 
4.  A little deviation between the experimental measurements and the computed 
temperatures was observed in the region of the solidus temperature. This may be 
attributed to the fact that the inverse method calculated the HTCs based on the 
temperatures measured in the mould which is outside the casting, because it is almost 
impossible to precisely measure the temperatures at the casting centre.  
The computational output from the inverse method has the best agreement with 
experimental data compared to those resulting from other methods. The maximal 
temperature differences were less than 9
0
C and the mean temperature differences were 
less than 3.8
0
C between the numerical calculation of the inverse method and 
experimental measurements. The results confirm that the inverse method can be applied 
to determine the IHTC between the castings and mould accurately and reliably.  
3.  COMPARISON OF COOLING CURVES ALUMINUM ALLOY A443 
Figure 7-6 presents the typical experimental results of temperature measurements 
while the 5-step casting of aluminum alloy A443 was squeezed under an applied pressure 
of 60MPa with a melt temperature of 620 
0
C and a die temperature of 210 
0
C.  
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Figure 7- 6   A typical cooling curve at the center of Step 5 of Al A443 squeeze cast 
under an applied pressure of 60 MPa.  
During the experiment, after the commencement of the process, the temperature 
rise at the center of Step 5 was recorded by the first segment of cooling curve till the melt 
was filled into the mould cavity. The temperature of 619.3 
0
C just around the liquidus 
temperature (619
0
C) at the center was able to maintain the melt at the liquidus 
temporarily and then dropped qucikly. The second plateau of the solidus 
temperature(574
0
C) was maintained for 3 seconds. This observation indicates that the 
solidification completion occurred in the center of 5-step casting during this stage. As 
solidification time further increased, the temperature at the center of Step 5 decreased 
smoothly below 350
0
C after 60 seconds. 
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To compare the numerical prediction with the experimental data, MAGMASoft 
was employed to conduct the simulation of the step casting. For the verification of the 
identified IHTC, the temperature distribution was calculated by feeding the different 
IHTCs into the MAGMASoft with the same materials and process parameters, and then 
compared to the measured temperatures at the corresponding location. 
Three types of heat transfer coefficient(HTC) were applied in the prediction 
calculation: (1) the constant C7000 from MAGMASoft database[4]; (2) the heat transfer 
coefficient calculated from Alfred Yu[6]‟s research; and (3) the heat transfer coefficient 
calculated by the inverse method presented in Chapter 5 [1,2].  The temperature profiles 
inside the casting of aluminum alloy A443 are shown in Figure 7-7, which were 
computed with the boundary conditions of different HTCs values when 80% volume of 
the casting was solidified. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 7- 7   Temperature distribution inside the 5-step casting (80% solidified) of Al 
A443 simulated with the input of HTC, (a) C7000, (b) Yu‟s research and (c) 
the Inverse Method. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7- 8 Comparison of the experimental and computational cooling curves at the 
center of Step 5 (A443) under an applied pressure of 60MPa, (a) the entire 
cooling period, and (b) the enlarged solidification region. 
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The curve in Figure 7-8 representing the predicted temperatures by applying the 
constant HTC C7000 from the MAGMASoft database somewhat deviates from the 
experimental measurements. It seems that the implementation of a constant HTC failed 
the precise prediction.  
 
         Figure 7- 9  The Yu‟s IHTC data applied in MAGMASoft simulation(A443). 
Figure 7-9 shows the IHTC curve from Yu‟s research data[6] applied to 
MAGMASoft for the calculation of the solidification temperatures at the center of Step 5. 
The curve simulated by applying the Yu‟s research data[6] indicated an reduction in the 
deviation between the prediction and experimental data.  
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Figure 7- 10  The inverse method IHTC data applied in MAGMASoft simulation(A443). 
Figure 7-10 shows the IHTC data were derived by the inverse method presented 
in Chapter 5.  The cooling curve in Figure 7-8 computed by applying the IHTC data of 
the inverse method shows a good agreement between the predictions and the measured 
temperature history.  The average temperature differences are less than 4.5
0
C between the 
numerical calculation and measurements. 
The results confirm again that the inverse method can be applied to identify the 
IHTCs between the aluminum castings and mould accurately and reliably as well. The 
inaccuracy in the determination of IHTC should be responsible for the deviation.  
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4. SUMMARY 
The correctness of inverse method has been verified through the comparison 
between numerical calculated and experimental results based on the various IHTC values 
obtained from three methods. The results show that the IHTC values derived from the 
inverse method provide the best agreement with the experimental measurements for 
squeeze casting both magnesium AM60 and aluminum A443 alloys . It is adequately 
demonstrated that the inverse method is a feasible and effective tool for determination of 
the casting-mould IHTC.  
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
1. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
In order to fulfill the objectives stated in Chapter 1, a 5-step casting was 
developed to characterize the IHTC, local in-cavity pressures, and observe heat transfer 
phenomena taking place in squeeze casting of magnesium alloy AM60 and aluminum 
alloy A443. The inverse modeling method developed in this study was aimed to 
determinate the interfacial heat transfer coefficient(IHTC) precisely. The main 
conclusions from this study can be summarized as following: 
1. A mathmetical model based on FDM and inverse method has been developed for 
numerical determination  of IHTCs for squeeze casting of light alloys; 
2. A comparative study of polynomial and inverse method was carried out.  The 
calculated results show that the heat flux and IHTC evaluated by the inverse 
method were more accurate than those of the extrapolated fitting method; 
3. The effect  of section thicknesses on the IHTCs of two light alloys, AM60 and 
a443, was determined successfully by employing the 5-step casting design; 
4. For magnesium alloy AM60, the IHTC values increased and reached its peak 
value, then dropped gradually. With applied pressure 30MPa, the peak IHTC 
values at steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 (section thickness 3, 5, 8, 12, and 20 mm) varied 
from 2807 W/m
2
K, 2962 W/m
2
K, 3874 W/m
2
K, 6005 W/m
2
K to 7195 W/m
2
K. 
With applied pressure 60MPa, the peak IHTC values varied from 4662 W/m
2
K, 
5001 W/m
2
K, 5629 W/m
2
K, 7871 W/m
2
K and 8306 W/m
2
K. With applied 
pressure 90MPa, the peak IHTC values varied from 5623 W/m
2
K, 5878 W/m
2
K, 
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6783 W/m
2
K, 9418 W/m
2
K and 10649 W/m
2
K. The peak IHTC value decreased 
as the step became thinner. With the applied pressure increased, the IHTC peak 
value of each step was increased accordingly.  
5. For aluminum alloy A443, with applied pressure 30MPa, the peak IHTC values at 
steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 (section thickness 3, 5, 8, 12, and 20 mm) varied from 4944 
W/m
2
K, 5332 W/m
2
K, 5460 W/m
2
K, 6546 W/m
2
K to 7441 W/m
2
K. With applied 
pressure 60MPa, the peak IHTC values varied from 5629 W/m
2
K, 6037 W/m
2
K, 
6351 W/m
2
K, 8125 W/m
2
K and 9419 W/m
2
K. With applied pressure 90MPa, the 
peak IHTC values varied from 6377 W/m
2
K, 7672 W/m
2
K, 8046 W/m
2
K, 10414 
W/m
2
K and 11249 W/m
2
K.  Compared with AM60, higher IHTC values were 
achieved between die and casting.  It took longer time to reach their peak values 
and decrease slower than those of AM60.  
6. The in-cavity local pressures at the interface of step casting and die rose abruptly 
to its peak value, then decreased gradually until the pressure-transfer path died 
out. The pressure-transfer path extended longer as the applied hydraulic pressure 
increased. For aluminum alloy A443, with applied hydraulic pressure 30 MPa, the 
local pressure values at steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 varied from 2.4, 5.3, 8.4, 12.9, 21.2 
MPa. With applied hydraulic pressure 60 MPa, the local pressure values at steps 
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 varied from 4.5, 9.2, 14.6, 24.7, 36.4 MPa. With applied hydraulic 
pressure 90 MPa, the local pressure values at steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 varied from 
10.1, 18.8, 28.7, 38.2, 52.1 MPa. For magnesium alloy AM60, with applied 
hydraulic pressure 30 MPa, the local pressure values at steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 
varied from 2.3, 4.2, 7.1, 12.1, 17.3 MPa. With applied hydraulic pressure 60 
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MPa, the local pressure values at steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 varied from 3.7, 7.1, 13.3, 
21.7, 34.6 MPa. With applied hydraulic pressure 90 MPa, the local pressure 
values at steps 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 varied from 9.8, 15.2, 25.1, 35.2, 49.8 MPa.  
7. The wall thickness affected IHTC peak values significantly. The peak IHTC 
values and heat fluxes increased as the steps became thick.  
8. The large difference in temperatures between the melt and the die with thick 
cavity sections as well as relatively high localized pressure should be responsible 
for the high peak IHTC values observed at the thick steps. 
9. The time for IHTC to obtain the peak value during the initial stage increased as 
the step became thicker.  
10. The empirical equations and curve planes diagrames of all steps relating IHTC to 
the local pressures and  temperature at the casting surface were developed and 
demonstrated.  
 
In conclusion, the IHTCs application to the solidification simulation of the 5-step 
casting verified that the inverse method developed in this study is an effective and precise 
approach for the determination of interfacial heat transfer coefficients(IHTCs) in light 
metal squeeze casting.  
 
 
 
 
2. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
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Suggested future work for the squeeze casting process may include the following: 
 Extending the developed inverse method to determine the IHTC in 
squeeze casting of complex industrial components; 
 Improving the local in-cavity pressure model by extending the 
experimental study of in-cavity pressures to the real casting components; 
 Developing a mathematical model to simulate the casting internal pressure 
distribution so that it can be used to predict local pressures accurately in 
advance during squeeze casting; 
 Incorporating the developed IHTC data based on the inverse method to the 
database of simulation software, such as MAGMASoft, and Flow3D; 
 Analyzing microstructures in individual steps to establish the correlation 
between microstructures and section-thicknesses; 
 Developing a heat transfer-related phase change model based on the 
relation between microstructures and section-thicknesses to predict 
microstructure evolution of magnesium and aluminum alloys during 
pressurized solidification and the formation of defects inside the castings.  
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STATEMENT OF ORIGINALITY 
 
The following aspects of this study, in the author„s opinion, are novel and distinct 
contributions to original knowledge: 
• A mathmetical model was developed to simulate heat transfer phenomena which 
took place during squeeze casting of magnesium and aluminum alloys. In the 
model,  inverse algorithm was employed to numerical determination of interfacial 
heat transfer coefficiants(IHTCs) based on function specification method. 
• Establishment of a technique involving both experiment and computation to 
determine the characteristics of IHTCs and local cavity pressures at various wall 
thicknesses during squeeze casting of aluminum and magnesium alloys. 
• The empirical equations at different casting thicknesses relating IHTCs to the 
local pressures and  temperatures were developed. 
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APPENDIX B 
SOURCE CODE OF INVERSE MODELING METHOD 
 
MATLAB  7.9.0.529(R2009B) 
Inverse_method.m 
 
function fd1d_heat_implicit ( ) 
 
%% MAIN is the main program for FD1D_HEAT_IMPLICIT. 
% 
%    FD1D_HEAT_IMPLICIT solves the 1D heat equation with an implicit method. 
% 
%    This function solves 
% 
%      dUdT - k * d2UdX2 = F(X,T) 
% 
%    over the position interval [A,B] with boundary conditions 
% 
%      U(A,T) = UA(T), 
%      U(B,T) = UB(T), 
% 
%    over the temperature interval [T0,T1] with initial conditions 
% 
%      U(X,T0) = U0(X) 
% 
%    The code uses the finite difference method and an implicit to calculate  
%    backward Euler approximation to the first derivative in time. 
% 
%    The finite difference form can be written as 
% 
%      U(X,T+dt) - U(X,T)                  ( U(X-dx,T+dt) - 2 U(X,T+dt) + U(X+dx,T+dt) ) 
%      ------------------ = F(X,T+dt) + k *  -------------------------------------- 
%               dt                                   dx * dx 
% 
%    so that we have the following linear system for U at time T+dt: 
% 
%            -     k * dt / dx / dx   * U(X-dt,T+dt) 
%      + ( 1 + 2 * k * dt / dx / dx ) * U(X,   T+dt) 
%            -     k * dt / dx / dx   * U(X+dt,T+dt) 
%      =               dt             * F(X,   T+dt) 
%      +                                U(X,   T) 
% 
 
  timestamp ( ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, 'FD1D_HEAT_IMPLICIT\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '  MATLAB version\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '  Finite difference solution of\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '  the time dependent 1D heat equation\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '\n' ); 
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  fprintf ( 1, '    Ut - k * Uxx = F(x,t)\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '  for space interval A <= X <= B with boundary conditions\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '    U(A,t) = UA(t)\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '    U(B,t) = UB(t)\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '  and temperature T0 <= T <= T1 with initial condition\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '    U(X,T0) = U0(X).\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '  A second order difference used for Uxx.\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '  A first order backward Euler difference approximation\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '  is used for Ut.\n' ); 
 
  k = 5.0E-07; 
% 
%  Set X values. 
% 
  x_min = 0.0; 
  x_max = 0.3; 
  x_num = 11; 
  x_delt = ( x_max - x_min ) / ( x_num - 1 ); 
 
  x = zeros ( x_num, 1 ); 
 
  for i = 1 : x_num 
    x(i) = ( ( x_num - i     ) * x_min   ... 
           + (         i - 1 ) * x_max ) ... 
           / ( x_num     - 1 ); 
  end 
%  
%  Set T values. 
% 
  t_min = 0.0; 
  t_max = 720.0; 
  t_num = 51; 
  t_delt = ( t_max - t_min ) / ( t_num - 1 ); 
 
  t = zeros ( t_num, 1 ); 
 
  for j = 1 : t_num 
 
    t(j) = ( ( t_num - j     ) * t_min   ... 
           + (         j - 1 ) * t_max ) ... 
           / ( t_num     - 1 ); 
  end 
% 
%  Set the initial data, for T_MIN. 
% 
  u = zeros ( x_num, t_num ); 
  u(1:x_num,1) = u0 ( x_min, x_max, t_min, x ); 
% 
%  The matrix A does not change with time.  We can set it once, 
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%  factor it once, and solve repeatedly. 
% 
  a = sparse ( [], [], [], x_num, x_num ); 
 
  w = k * t_delt / x_delt / x_delt; 
 
  a(1,1) = 1.0; 
 
  for i = 2 : x_num - 1 
    a(i,i-1) =           - w; 
    a(i,i  ) = 1.0 + 2.0 * w; 
    a(i,i+1) =           - w; 
  end 
 
  a(x_num,x_num) = 1.0; 
 
  b = zeros ( x_num, 1 ); 
  fvec = zeros ( x_num, 1 ); 
 
  for j = 2 : t_num 
% 
%  Set the right hand side B. 
% 
    b(1) = ua ( x_min, x_max, t_min, t(j) ); 
 
    fvec = f ( x_min, x_max, t_min, t(j), x_num, x ); 
 
    b(2:x_num-1) = u(2:x_num-1,j-1) + t_delt * fvec(2:x_num-1); 
 
    b(x_num) = ub ( x_min, x_max, t_min, t(j) ); 
 
    u(1:x_num,j) = a \ b(1:x_num); 
 
  end 
% 
%  Write data to files. 
% 
  x_file = 'x.txt'; 
  header = 0; 
  dtable_write ( x_file, x_num, 1, x, header ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '  X data written to "%s".\n', x_file ); 
 
  t_file = 't.txt'; 
  dtable_write ( t_file, t_num, 1, t, header ); 
 
  fprintf ( 1, '  T data written to "%s".\n', t_file ); 
 
  u_file = 'u.txt'; 
  dtable_write ( u_file, x_num, t_num, u, header ); 
 
  fprintf ( 1, '  U data written to "%s".\n', u_file ); 
% 
%  Make a product grid of T and X for plotting. 
% 
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  [ t_grid, x_grid ] = meshgrid ( t, x ); 
% 
%  Make a mesh plot of the solution. 
% 
  mesh ( t_grid, x_grid, u ); 
% 
%  Terminate. 
% 
  fprintf ( 1, '\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, 'FD1D_HEAT_IMPLICIT\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '  Normal end of execution.\n' ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '\n' ); 
  timestamp ( ); 
 
  return 
end 
 
function dtable_write ( output_filename, m, n, table, header ) 
 
%**************************************************************** 
%  Parameters: 
% 
%    Input, string OUTPUT_FILENAME, the output filename. 
% 
%    Input, integer M, the spatial dimension. 
% 
%    Input, integer N, the number of points. 
% 
%    Input, real TABLE(M,N), the points. 
% 
%    Input, logical HEADER, is TRUE if the header is to be included. 
% 
  output_unit = fopen ( output_filename, 'wt' ); 
 
  if ( output_unit < 0 )  
    fprintf ( 1, '\n' ); 
    fprintf ( 1, 'DTABLE_WRITE - Error!\n' ); 
    fprintf ( 1, '  Could not open the output file.\n' ); 
    error ( 'DTABLE_WRITE - Error!' ); 
    return; 
  end 
 
  for j = 1 : n 
    for i = 1 : m 
      fprintf ( output_unit, '%14f  ', table(i,j) ); 
    end 
    fprintf ( output_unit, '\n' ); 
  end 
 
  fclose ( output_unit ); 
 
  return 
end 
function value = f ( a, b, t0, t, x_num, x ) 
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%**************************************************************** 
% 
%% F returns the right hand side of the heat equation. 
% 
%  Parameters: 
% 
%    Input, real A, B, the left and right endpoints. 
% 
%    Input, real T0, the initial temperature. 
% 
%    Input, real T, the current temperature. 
% 
%    Input, integer X_NUM, the number of points. 
% 
%    Input, real X(X_NUM), the current spatial positions. 
% 
%    Output, real VALUE(:), the prescribed value of U(X(:),T0). 
% 
  value = zeros ( x_num, 1 ); 
 
  return 
end 
 
function timestamp ( ) 
 
%***************************************************************% 
%% TIMESTAMP prints the current YMDHMS date as a timestamp. 
% 
  t = now; 
  c = datevec ( t ); 
  s = datestr ( c, 0 ); 
  fprintf ( 1, '%s\n', s ); 
 
  return 
end 
 
function value = u0 ( a, b, t0, x ) 
 
%***********************************************************% 
%% U0 returns the initial condition at the starting time. 
% 
%  Parameters: 
% 
%    Input, real A, B, the left and right endpoints 
% 
%    Input, real T0, the initial time. 
% 
%    Input, real T, the current time. 
% 
%    Input, real X(:), the positions at which the initial condition is desired. 
% 
%    Output, real VALUE, the prescribed value of U(X,T0). 
% 
  value = x; 
  value = 100.0; 
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  return 
end 
 
function value = ua ( a, b, t0, t ) 
 
%***********************************************************% 
%% UA returns the boundary condition at the left endpoint. 
% 
%  Parameters: 
% 
%    Input, real A, B, the left and right endpoints 
% 
%    Input, real T0, the initial time. 
% 
%    Input, real T, the current time. 
% 
%    Output, real VALUE, the prescribed value of U(A,T). 
% 
  x = a; 
 
  value = 20; 
 
  return 
end 
 
function value = ub ( a, b, t0, t ) 
 
%**********************************************************% 
%% UB returns the boundary condition at the right endpoint. 
% 
%  Parameters: 
% 
%    Input, real A, B, the left and right endpoints 
% 
%    Input, real T0, the initial time. 
% 
%    Input, real T, the current time. 
% 
%    Output, real VALUE, the prescribed value of U(B,T). 
% 
  x = b; 
 
  value = 20; 
 
  return 
end 
 
clear; clc; 
 
T_m = dlmread('step1-T1T4.txt'); 
 
 
 
% M = dlmread(filename) reads from the ASCII-delimited numeric data  
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% file filename to output matrix M. The filename input is a string  
% enclosed in single quotes. The delimiter separating data elements is  
% inferred from the formatting of the file. Comma (,) is the default  
%  delimiter. 
% 
 
[m,~] = size(T_m); 
T_c = zeros(m,4); 
t_q = zeros(m,4); 
t_newq = zeros(m,4); 
X = zeros(m,1); 
Tmp = zeros(m+1,6); 
q = zeros(m+1,1); 
 
% Define the temperature‟s parameters. 
% 
  
T_c(1,:) = T_m(1,1); 
  
q(1) = 5e1; 
eq = 1e0; 
p = 1; 
Tmp(1,1) = q(1); 
  
t_q(p,:) = get_T(T_m,T_c,q(p),p); 
newq = q(p) + eq; 
t_newq(p,:) = get_T(T_m,T_c,newq,p); 
X(p) = (t_newq(p,2) - t_q(p,2))/eq; 
q(2)=q(p); 
T_c(p+1,:) = t_q(p,:); 
 
fd1d_heat_implicit ('step1-T1T4.txt') 
for p = 2:m-1 
    q(p) = 5e1; 
    while 1 == 1 
        t_q(p,:) = get_T(T_m,T_c,q(p),p); 
        T_c(p+1,:) = t_q(p,:); 
        newq = q(p) + eq; 
        t_newq(p,:) = get_T(T_m,T_c,newq,p); 
        X(p) = (t_newq(p,2) - t_q(p,2))/eq; 
        delta_q = (((T_m(p,1)-t_q(p-1,2))*X(p-1))+((T_m(p+1,1)-t_q(p,2))*X(p)))/(X(p-1)^2+X(p)^2); 
        if (delta_q/q(p)) < 0.01 
            Tmp(p,1) = q(p); 
            break; 
        else q(p) = q(p) + delta_q; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
Tmp(1,2:5) = T_m(1,1); 
Tmp(2:m+1,2:5) = t_q; 
  
t = 0:m-1; 
figure(5) 
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plot(t,Tmp(1:561,3),':',t,T_m(:,1),'--') 
text(300,360,'-- T1 measured','FontSize',9) 
text(300,375,'.. T1 calculated','FontSize',9) 
  
figure(6) 
plot(t,Tmp(1:561,2),':',t,Tmp(1:561,3),'',t,Tmp(1:561,4),'',t,Tmp(1:561,5),'',t,T_m(:,2),'') 
text(300,360,'.. T0 calculated','FontSize',9) 
text(300,370,'-- T1 calculated','FontSize',9) 
text(300,380,'-- T2 calculated','FontSize',9) 
text(300,390,'-- T3 calculated','FontSize',9) 
text(300,400,'-- T4 measured','FontSize',9) 
  
figure(7) 
t = 0:m; 
plot(t,q) 
title('q') 
  
t = 0:m-1; 
m_c = Tmp(1:561,3)-T_m(:,1); 
figure(8) 
plot(t,m_c) 
Tmp(1:561,6) = m_c; 
  
dlmwrite('0421-step1-Table.txt', Tmp, 'precision', '%.2f', 'newline', 'pc'); 
 
Get_T.m 
 
function T = get_T(T_m,T_c,q,p) 
F_0 = 0.2; 
alpha = 8.27e-6; 
deltaT = 0.1; 
k = 29.5; 
deltaX = 2e-3; 
  
A = [(1+2*F_0),    -2*F_0,         0,         0 
          -F_0, (1+2*F_0),      -F_0,         0 
             0,      -F_0, (1+2*F_0),      -F_0 
             0,         0,      -F_0, (1+2*F_0)]; 
  
g = ((2*alpha*q*deltaT)/(k*deltaX)); 
  
C = [T_c(p,1)+g 
     T_c(p,2) 
     T_c(p,3) 
     T_c(p,4)+F_0*T_m(p,2)]; 
  
T = A\C; 
T = T'; 
 
'step1-T1T4.txt' 
 
260.29  260.29 
260.52  260.32 
260.88  260.34 
261.58  260.45 
262.65  260.48 
263.97  260.52 
265.74  260.57 
267.85  260.59 
270.31  260.64 
273.09  260.68 
276.02  260.72 
279.15  260.82 
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282.44  261.00 
285.67  261.35 
289.17  261.76 
292.55  262.28 
295.94  262.84 
299.36  263.47 
302.66  264.13 
305.91  264.93 
309.09  265.73 
312.17  266.66 
315.09  267.54 
317.96  268.58 
320.72  269.59 
323.30  270.69 
325.79  271.79 
328.14  272.91 
330.36  274.12 
332.53  275.27 
334.53  276.50 
336.37  277.71 
338.22  278.93 
339.86  280.13 
341.51  281.35 
342.96  282.59 
344.35  283.79 
345.63  284.98 
346.91  286.20 
348.04  287.37 
349.18  288.52 
350.11  289.67 
351.06  290.82 
351.91  291.93 
352.70  292.97 
353.51  294.02 
354.22  295.11 
354.85  296.10 
355.42  297.09 
356.00  298.07 
356.54  299.02 
357.02  299.96 
357.42  300.83 
357.82  301.72 
358.19  302.56 
358.52  303.40 
358.85  304.18 
359.10  304.98 
359.31  305.72 
359.52  306.52 
359.74  307.21 
359.86  307.92 
360.01  308.57 
360.12  309.21 
360.25  309.85 
360.32  310.48 
360.46  311.08 
360.40  311.60 
360.44  312.22 
360.45  312.73 
360.52  313.24 
360.44  313.74 
360.45  314.25 
360.39  314.72 
360.33  315.16 
360.32  315.62 
360.25  316.01 
360.15  316.42 
360.08  316.83 
359.96  317.21 
359.87  317.55 
359.76  317.94 
359.65  318.29 
359.54  318.61 
359.43  318.89 
359.30  319.21 
359.14  319.57 
359.01  319.82 
358.87  320.07 
358.67  320.31 
358.55  320.58 
358.34  320.84 
358.23  321.10 
358.04  321.31 
357.85  321.53 
357.67  321.74 
357.53  321.92 
357.34  322.12 
357.18  322.29 
356.97  322.51 
356.81  322.70 
356.61  322.81 
356.39  322.97 
356.20  323.09 
356.03  323.27 
355.82  323.42 
355.65  323.51 
355.39  323.65 
355.23  323.76 
354.98  323.89 
354.83  324.00 
354.65  324.09 
354.40  324.21 
354.20  324.28 
353.94  324.35 
353.79  324.44 
353.59  324.51 
353.38  324.59 
353.18  324.63 
352.96  324.72 
352.75  324.76 
352.56  324.81 
352.31  324.90 
352.14  324.93 
351.91  324.97 
351.70  325.00 
351.52  325.03 
351.26  325.09 
351.06  325.07 
350.85  325.11 
350.64  325.16 
350.48  325.17 
350.23  325.21 
350.01  325.17 
349.82  325.24 
349.63  325.23 
349.44  325.25 
349.19  325.22 
349.00  325.22 
348.79  325.23 
348.57  325.25 
348.42  325.18 
348.19  325.22 
347.95  325.22 
347.77  325.21 
347.54  325.16 
347.42  325.18 
347.16  325.16 
346.96  325.13 
346.76  325.12 
346.56  325.09 
346.43  325.08 
346.19  325.12 
346.02  325.04 
345.80  324.96 
345.58  324.98 
345.45  324.95 
345.23  324.96 
345.09  324.88 
344.88  324.87 
344.66  324.84 
344.51  324.77 
344.30  324.71 
344.12  324.68 
343.89  324.65 
343.71  324.63 
343.55  324.56 
343.33  324.56 
343.18  324.50 
343.00  324.44 
342.80  324.44 
342.68  324.35 
342.47  324.33 
342.26  324.28 
342.15  324.23 
341.88  324.21 
341.80  324.13 
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341.56  324.09 
341.43  324.04 
341.23  324.00 
341.03  323.94 
340.93  323.89 
340.75  323.83 
340.52  323.78 
340.39  323.71 
340.21  323.64 
340.04  323.56 
339.89  323.55 
339.71  323.50 
339.54  323.41 
339.31  323.37 
339.23  323.30 
339.04  323.26 
338.87  323.20 
338.72  323.16 
338.54  323.06 
338.38  323.00 
338.24  322.95 
338.07  322.89 
337.91  322.84 
337.76  322.78 
337.62  322.69 
337.46  322.67 
337.26  322.56 
337.16  322.53 
336.99  322.45 
336.85  322.43 
336.69  322.35 
336.50  322.28 
336.39  322.21 
336.18  322.14 
336.08  322.11 
335.95  322.02 
335.77  321.98 
335.61  321.86 
335.48  321.85 
335.29  321.77 
335.21  321.72 
335.01  321.67 
334.90  321.54 
334.72  321.52 
334.57  321.42 
334.48  321.38 
334.35  321.33 
334.18  321.25 
334.03  321.19 
333.92  321.13 
333.75  321.04 
333.61  320.98 
333.47  320.92 
333.33  320.86 
333.20  320.80 
333.07  320.70 
332.96  320.66 
332.80  320.60 
332.68  320.53 
332.56  320.49 
332.47  320.40 
332.26  320.32 
332.14  320.27 
331.98  320.15 
331.85  320.15 
331.77  320.06 
331.67  320.00 
331.49  319.94 
331.36  319.84 
331.21  319.79 
331.12  319.74 
331.00  319.71 
330.85  319.61 
330.75  319.53 
330.57  319.47 
330.51  319.44 
330.39  319.34 
330.28  319.28 
330.11  319.19 
329.99  319.17 
329.85  319.08 
329.74  319.02 
329.60  318.97 
329.50  318.91 
329.39  318.86 
329.26  318.75 
329.20  318.72 
329.03  318.63 
328.96  318.58 
328.81  318.49 
328.71  318.45 
328.59  318.37 
328.47  318.32 
328.40  318.20 
328.22  318.19 
328.14  318.15 
328.06  318.06 
327.93  317.98 
327.80  317.91 
327.67  317.85 
327.56  317.79 
327.47  317.73 
327.34  317.68 
327.25  317.60 
327.10  317.55 
327.05  317.52 
326.96  317.45 
326.83  317.37 
326.73  317.31 
326.58  317.22 
326.50  317.16 
326.40  317.14 
326.28  317.06 
326.18  316.98 
326.07  316.94 
325.95  316.85 
325.89  316.78 
325.77  316.76 
325.68  316.68 
325.54  316.61 
325.45  316.58 
325.32  316.48 
325.23  316.44 
325.17  316.38 
325.07  316.33 
324.93  316.26 
324.85  316.21 
324.75  316.14 
324.65  316.05 
324.54  316.02 
324.44  315.93 
324.38  315.88 
324.26  315.85 
324.16  315.77 
324.06  315.73 
323.98  315.66 
323.92  315.63 
323.83  315.52 
323.69  315.45 
323.63  315.40 
323.50  315.35 
323.42  315.27 
323.33  315.23 
323.23  315.19 
323.13  315.11 
323.00  315.09 
323.00  315.02 
322.87  314.95 
322.78  314.91 
322.66  314.84 
322.57  314.76 
322.51  314.74 
322.46  314.68 
322.33  314.61 
322.29  314.54 
322.13  314.47 
322.08  314.42 
322.04  314.40 
321.87  314.31 
321.80  314.27 
321.74  314.23 
321.64  314.15 
321.61  314.10 
321.48  314.05 
321.40  313.96 
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321.29  313.94 
321.22  313.89 
321.16  313.82 
321.02  313.75 
320.99  313.71 
320.89  313.68 
320.83  313.61 
320.76  313.55 
320.66  313.51 
320.58  313.40 
320.47  313.34 
320.36  313.34 
320.36  313.29 
320.22  313.24 
320.16  313.18 
320.07  313.12 
319.98  313.04 
319.98  313.00 
319.81  312.94 
319.72  312.88 
319.67  312.85 
319.56  312.78 
319.54  312.73 
319.45  312.69 
319.36  312.62 
319.30  312.58 
319.22  312.54 
319.16  312.49 
319.10  312.41 
318.99  312.38 
318.96  312.30 
318.80  312.25 
318.83  312.22 
318.69  312.16 
318.61  312.12 
318.56  312.06 
318.48  312.02 
318.45  311.98 
318.33  311.90 
318.24  311.89 
318.15  311.81 
318.10  311.77 
318.04  311.72 
318.00  311.70 
317.90  311.62 
317.84  311.57 
317.75  311.49 
317.68  311.46 
317.65  311.43 
317.55  311.36 
317.46  311.32 
317.36  311.24 
317.36  311.23 
317.27  311.16 
317.17  311.11 
317.14  311.04 
317.03  311.00 
316.99  310.97 
316.91  310.88 
316.86  310.87 
316.75  310.82 
316.72  310.76 
316.68  310.71 
316.61  310.67 
316.51  310.61 
316.45  310.54 
316.39  310.55 
316.33  310.49 
316.27  310.46 
316.18  310.41 
316.11  310.32 
316.03  310.30 
315.92  310.24 
315.95  310.22 
315.87  310.19 
315.78  310.12 
315.70  310.06 
315.65  310.05 
315.65  310.01 
315.51  309.93 
315.47  309.88 
315.40  309.82 
315.29  309.79 
315.25  309.71 
315.21  309.71 
315.13  309.66 
315.11  309.62 
315.02  309.56 
314.99  309.52 
314.93  309.49 
314.86  309.40 
314.79  309.39 
314.70  309.34 
314.64  309.27 
314.62  309.26 
314.57  309.20 
314.52  309.16 
314.43  309.11 
314.39  309.05 
314.35  309.03 
314.22  308.97 
314.20  308.92 
314.07  308.89 
314.09  308.85 
314.01  308.83 
313.99  308.79 
313.90  308.70 
313.84  308.68 
313.79  308.64 
313.70  308.55 
313.70  308.58 
313.62  308.49 
313.53  308.48 
313.46  308.42 
313.45  308.37 
313.39  308.35 
313.29  308.28 
313.27  308.24 
313.19  308.20 
313.14  308.17 
313.11  308.15 
313.02  308.08 
312.97  308.08 
312.93  308.00 
312.92  307.98 
312.83  307.94 
312.76  307.87 
312.68  307.81 
312.66  307.79 
312.62  307.74 
312.57  307.71 
312.52  307.70 
312.45  307.61 
312.38  307.61 
312.35  307.55 
312.29  307.51 
312.26  307.45 
312.13  307.42 
312.09  307.36 
312.04  307.37 
312.05  307.34 
311.95  307.31 
311.90  307.21 
311.87  307.18 
311.76  307.12 
311.77  307.10 
311.67  307.08 
311.64  307.02 
311.62  306.97 
311.54  306.92 
311.48  306.90 
311.42  306.85 
311.39  306.82 
311.32  306.78 
311.26  306.74 
311.26  306.71 
311.18  306.69 
311.16  306.64 
311.08  306.56 
311.02  306.52 
311.02  306.54 
310.94  306.49 
310.83  306.47 
310.85  306.41 
310.73  306.34 
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310.72  306.29 
310.73  306.30 
310.63  306.24 
310.60  306.22 
310.52  306.18 
310.51  306.09 
310.43  306.08 
310.39  306.06 
310.33  306.00 
310.30  305.98 
310.23  305.95 
310.22  305.89 
310.18  305.88 
310.10  305.81 
310.05  305.81 
310.00  305.73 
309.97  305.72 
309.90  305.64 
309.86  305.61 
309.83  305.63 
309.79  305.55 
309.77  305.55 
309.65  305.52 
309.67  305.43 
309.57  305.38 
309.50  305.39 
309.52  305.37 
309.42  305.34 
309.42  305.28 
309.34  305.24 
309.30  305.18 
309.28  305.17 
309.26  305.15 
309.16  305.12 
309.16  305.07 
309.04  305.03 
309.08  305.00 
309.00  304.94 
308.92  304.93 
308.90  304.92 
308.86  304.86 
308.86  304.81 
308.76  304.77 
308.72  304.77 
308.68  304.69 
308.62  304.67 
308.58  304.62 
308.54  304.62 
308.50  304.55 
308.40  304.53 
308.39  304.52 
308.35  304.42 
308.34  304.44 
308.26  304.32 
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APPENDIX C 
THE 5-STEP SQUEEZE CASTINGS EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
OF MAGNESIUM ALLOY AM60 & ALUMINUM ALLOY A443 
UNDER DIFFERENT PRESSURES 
 
  
Figure AC- 1  The interfacial heat transfer coefficients(IHTC) curves of AM60 with all 
steps under the applied pressure of 30MPa.  
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Figure AC- 2 The interfacial heat transfer coefficients(IHTC) curves of AM60 with all 
steps under the applied pressure of 60MPa.  
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Figure AC- 3  The interfacial heat transfer coefficients(IHTC) curves of AM60 with all 
steps under the applied pressure of 90MPa. 
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Figure AC- 4  The interfacial heat transfer coefficients(IHTC) curves of A443 with all 
steps under the applied pressure of 30MPa. 
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Figure AC- 5  The interfacial heat transfer coefficients(IHTC) curves of A443 with all 
steps under the applied pressure of 60MPa. 
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Figure AC- 6  The interfacial heat transfer coefficients(IHTC) curves of A443 with all 
steps under the applied pressure of 90MPa. 
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Figure AC- 7  IHTC curve plane of aluminum alloy 443(Step 5) as a function of the local 
pressure and solidification temperature. 
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Figure AC- 8  IHTC curve plane of aluminum alloy 443(Step 4) as a function of the local 
pressure and solidification temperature. 
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Figure AC- 9  IHTC curve plane of aluminum alloy 443(Step 3) as a function of the local 
pressure and solidification temperature. 
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Figure AC- 10  IHTC curve plane of aluminum alloy 443(Step 2) as a function of the 
local pressure and solidification temperature. 
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Figure AC- 11  IHTC curve plane of aluminum alloy 443(Step 1) as a function of the 
local pressure and solidification temperature. 
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